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The National Center for Restructuring Education, Schools, and Teaching (NCREST) was created to document,
support, connect, and make lasting the many restructuring efforts going im throughout the nation.

The Center sees restructuring as creating schools that are learner-centered, knowledge-based, responsible, and
responsive. To accomplish this, fundamental and comprehensive changes must be made in school governance,
teaching practices, CUITiCith1111, parent and community involvement, assessment, and policy. We believe that no
one of these changes will succeed or last ludas all are wcomplished.

Therefore, the Center brings together many voices: those of practitioners and researchers, parents and teachers
and stmlents, policy makers aml teacher educators.

NCRESTs work builds concrete, detailed knowledge about the intense and difficult efforts undertaken in
restructuring schools. This knowledge is used to help others in their attempts at change, to begin to build future
education programs for school practitioners, and to promote the environmental and policy changes that will
nurture and encourage needed structural reforms.
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Introduction

Restructuring schools has become a rallying cry among educators and others who are
concerned about America's investment in its future. For those involved in its pursuit,
restructuring aims to create schools that are men mitered tm learners' needs for active,
expaiential, cooperative, and culturally-connected learning owortunities suppottive of
individual talents and learning styles. Restructurers aim to create these learning opportunitia
within school organizations energind by collabiorative inquiry, informed by authentic
accountability, aul guided by shared decidon making. Mom than a buzzword or another call
for overnight change, restreaning offers real hope, and a significant challenge, to all those
who worry and care about the next geneation.

The call to restructure schools is born from a new set of challenges facing our society
as well as its education system. While today's schools are geared to uniformity, passivity,
and order, massive changes in our world call out for diversity, initiative, and inventiveness.
As many reform reports have pointed out, our increasingly information-based society
requires working citizens who are able to frame problems, pose solutions, and adapt
continuously to changing needs (Carnegie Forum, 1986; National Science Board, 1983;
National Governors' Association, 1986).

But schoolpeople are struggling in organizations invented for "batch processing"
students in assembly line fashion to prepare them for low-level tests of basic skills and
often failing even at that (Darling-Hammond, 1990). In addition, changed social conditions,
particularly increased poverty, ethnic diversity, and declining ingitutional and neighborhood
support for children, are placing pressures on schools to embrace a far different and more
proactive stance toward their communities.

The challenge, then, is to develop an enriched and individually responsive vision of
schooling for a more diverse population while, at the sante time, incorporating a broader
view of the school's social role and an enlarged conception of the community responsible for
education. This challeage demands new ways of working in an institution that has
historically been difficult to change. It requires visionary perspectives from schoolpeople
who are using new models of collaborative work to reinvent the places they have previously
known only as bureaucracies run by hierarchical decision making. The 12 schools whose
case studies follow accepted this challenge.

These schools all participated in the Schools of Tomorrow...Today (ST/T) project,
which was carefully planned and well supported by the New York City Teacher Centers

All school nans are fictitious.
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Consortium crcp of the United Federatice of Teivahers (UFT). The project was intended to
be, first, a means for changing communications among the staff and parents at participating
schools. Such change is necessary if people are to develop the trust and enagy needed to
umkrtake great changes amidst great problems. Second, it was intended to be a means for
changing school-site governance, because such changes are required if available clergy is to
be focused on concntte, achievable ends. 'Third, it was intended to be a mobilizing force to
improve the education of children, school by school, because such improvement is the best
and only justification for the demanding efforts of innovation.

After over a year of planning, TCC invited all the public schools in New York City
to apply for a place in the project; 135 responded, and 12 were selected. In 1988, each of
these 12 schools set up an ST/T team which maged in training and developed a shared
decision-making (SDM) process at the school. Each team was made up of the principal (or
an assistant principal in some cases), the LIFT chapter leader, a number of teachers chosen
by, volunteering for, or elected to the team, and, in some cases, one or more parents, plus
two or three facilitators trained and assigned by TCC.

In some schools, the principal and chapter leader hand-picked most of the team
members and asked them to volunteer. In others, team members were elected by
representative constituencies (grate level teachers and specialists in elementary schools, for
example). In at least one school the opportunity to serve on the team was simply announced,
and everyone who voltmteered was given a place. All teams had open meetings and took
steps to publish their proceedings and publicize their efforts, and in many cases teachers who
had not been part of the original team learned what was going on and took steps to get
elected or appointed to team membership. Similarly, a team member might have tired and
left the team, or =wed to a different schoal, and a frequent observer might have slid from
observation into subcommittee work and thus into full membership. Or a team made up of
volunteers and appointed members might have decitkd that the time had come to reconfigure
the team by standing for election. Membership, though btoadly reflective of schoolwide and
systemwide staff demographics, was never entirely static.

The facilitators who guided the teams were TCC teacher specialists with many years
of experience in both teaching and staff developmemt who had volunteered for a role in the
sTrr project. Their task was to provide both consultalim and assistance to the teams. The
facilitators themselves saw their first job as the difficult one of 'working to maintain a
neutral presence" while at the same time providing assistance to the school teams. Their
work entailed helping the team develop a vision and an action plan for the school;
introducing a variety of process tools approaches to and means of handling such tasks as
running meetings, sharing decisions, developing ideas into plans, and resolving conflicts;
encouraging the team to work with the whole school so that decisions were reached
somewhat collaboratively among the faculty and were not left to the committee alone;
intervening in discussions to keep the process moving, sometimes by acting to resolve
problems, and sometimes by raising them; providing suggestions or resources (such as
materials or speakers) when needed.
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Once formed, each team went through a series of six Saturday training session and
an overnight retreat, which were used to introduce them to a number of goal-setting,
decision-making, and group maintenance techniques. Most teams not all took to the
process wholeheartedly. Most decitkad, or began to decide, how they wanted to work
together, welcomd the new skills, and looked back on the training with warmth and
gratiturk. "The beilitators were able to give us insights we never had thought of before.
They also helped us to be professional, to keep on track with our goals," said a member of
ale school team.

Part of the first-year training included the opportunity to idaitify a mission, select
goals, and centsider some passible projects, and most teams did so. Many teams then
extended this process by including be whole staff in a needs census that was used to
determine dwir initial project. Some teams did not ask the gaff to gemate a *want list,* but
instead selected projects on their own. Generally, they sought approval of these projects by
the staff before beginning to implenwnt them; tigy had a sense, therefore, that they were
expressing a maculate and not simply their own thoughts as to what would be good for the
school. Most of thme teams saw their projects welcomed and their efforts appreciated.
Teams that paid less Intuition to communication risked seeing their projects rejected and
themselves dismissed as "elitist."

During the spring and summer of 1990, researchers from the Center for Scivol
Reform at Teachers College, Columbia University, conducted a set of interviews and
thservations documating the SIM project, then finishing its secorK1 year. This work
entailed visits at the school sites, exaniination of relevant documents, and interviews with
selected team members from each school, the team facilitators, and the TCC director. It
afforded us a rare opportunity to observe the process of restructuring firsthand. Not all
projects were of equal scope, not all were fully implemaned at the time of our evaluation,
and, of course, not all were equally successful. The cases show the difficult and rewarding
work bang undertaken by the participating schools. Particular problems and the strategies
taken to overcome them, particular successes and the factors contributing to them, are taken
up in Early Lessons, published separately2.

2 Liebennan A., Darling-Hammond, L, and Zuckerman, D. (1991) Early Lessons in Restructuring
Schools. New lurk: National Center for Restructuring Education, Schools, and Teaching.
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Stephen Day High School
Manhattan

Context

Stephen Day High School rose like a cruise ship out of its midtown-west block of
battered three and four-story bmwnstones. The streets were clean but heavily used, and
some buildings were tightly bauded up, empty if not abandoned. The school's construction
of tan brick was standard-modern institutional, but the sweeping came of its six-story front
was decidedly better than the cereal-box shape of most institutional architecture.

Before school began, food and drink vendors and 1200 students added noise and color
to the street. (This represented SO% attendance of the 1600 students enrolled: 55% black,
44% Hispanic; 50% below the poverty line; from 137 schools in all five boroujhs.) Inside
the school door, about 25 or 30 security guards kept order and signed the kids in. Searches
for weapons with portable metal detectors were part of the crowded, noisy routine, but the
atmosphere was friendly if intense. Later, when the crowds had thinned, the plods were
smiling, and their contact with latecomers was relaxed and personal. The school was safe, a
good place to be during difficult times in New York City, and staff morale was said to be
exceptionally high: "We're a family. The kids are good but not soplusiicated and we have
no drug problem at all. No teacher ever tries to transfer out."

But Stephen Day had had some hard times in the last 15 years. Started under the
wing of the printms' union as the New York School of Printing, it had always been blessed
with a special relationship with the union's Educational Advisory Commission, always staffed
itself with retiring printers, always been selective in its admissions, and always offered a job
to every graduate. But the electronic revolution of the last 10 years had devastated the
traditional printing trade, the Board of Education had pressed for fewer vocational offerings,
and new regulations had prohibited selective admission. In contrast with its past, the school
found itself burdened by entering swims who wertn't sure why they were there, who
drifted through the curriculum without focus or direction, and who dropped out in
unsatisfactory numbers. Moreover, the scope and sequence of the curriculum was structured
fix an earlier generation of kids who tuid entered with a vocation already in mind, and it was
therefore unsuitable for thaw now entering. On top of that, the climate at board
headquarters was unsympathetic: "We felt we were in danger of losing our school. Morale
was terrible,* recalled one staff member.

The ST/T committee found itself ready to deal with these problems.

4
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Focus of the ST/T Frgject

As the chapter lerukr remembered it, in 1988 she had received a letter from the
Teactar Centers Consortium stating that training resource; were available for schools
considering making use of School-Based Options' to develop their own programs. The
chapter leader, a shop teacher, and the assistant prinipal for administration went to an
orientation meeting and were complinely sold by Myrna Cower's speech on the sm.
process: on the necessity of finding their visicm for their sclwol and the opportunity to define
their mission, decide where they wanted to be in 10 years, and infitowe that destiny.

This threesome then took the choice back to dm faculty; 93% voted in favor of
nwving ahead with tlw ick:a. Twelve people, representing all areas of tiv
voluntemed to be on the committee, knowing there would be no new resources for the school
beyond the training they would receive and no compensatirm for their extra wort.

With the help of a needs census, the committee developed a proposal involving four
projects: (1) holding a schoolwide counseling and orientation day during Regents week "for
the purposes of evaluating the stmlents' programming needs, involving parents in the
programming process, and familiarizing both students and parents with the unique offerings
of our school;" (2) establishing a BLe Ribbon Committee "to redesign current programming
procedures so as to accommodate the appropriate scope and sequence of course offerings;"
(3) redesigmng teacher schedules so that a lunchtime activities program could be established
umier teacher supervision for the benefit of those kids who either did not want to spend
lunchtime in the cafeteria or who could not stay after school for activities; and (4) upgrading
tiw collegial assistance program so that more teachers =grating such services could call on
experienced teaclwrs to help them with their work. These proposals were put to a vote of
the faculty as a whole and all were adopted, none with less than an 88% acceptance rate.

All four projects were implemented, although the Blue Ribbon Committee's
recommendations for redesigning the ninth grade program were (*.stayed due to lack of funds,
later found. All were considered quite successful; when the faculty voted to join school-
based management/shared decision making (SBM/SDM), 45 teachers out of 100 volunteered
to participate.

Not all the faculty favored the Blue Ribbon Committee's plan to extend its curriculum
reform to all four grades, as one team member noted: "It requires everyone to reevaluate
their positions, and if you oppose the plan you have to say why. That's upsetting and
initating to some people." And there was predictable resistance from an mold guard" of

'The School-Based Option was a clause first included in the 1987-90 New Yotic City Teachers' Contract. If
73 percent of the UFT chapter voted for it, a school could propose to set aside for a year certain regulations or
contract provisions. The proposal then had to be approved by the principal, superintendent, and chancellor, and
by the txr district representative and president.
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tratt-based unkm members who hul supervisory podticms on the faculty. Neverdnietts, the
desip and implenentation of a new scope and seginsice fix entering stmknits is order to
better meet thek tuseds, according to do professional opinions of the staff on site and
because of the professimial opinions of the staff on site, was an impretsive accomplishment.

However, devite their prick in this accomplishment, the tcam's strongest positive
feelins wee resaved for dm %wits week counseling and orientatim program they put can
*We were to longer allowed to choose our kids, but we could make them feel like tiwy were
being chow, and we could teach them about the school awl ease their entty," said one team
member.

Until that day, the faculty had been somewhat demoralized; after duit day, there was
an end to staff talk of "That's in)t my job," awl a beginning to people saying, "What can I do
to help?* Regents day saw the assistant principal in the kitchen flipping hamburgers because
no one had anticipated the number of kids and parents who filmed up. Regemts day showed
everyone in the school pulling together to accomplish a goal tIwy had chosen, through
methods they had designed. Tlw ST/T team had led tin school to take some control of its
destiny, and the effort paid off. As one member put it *Were dying now because there's
Pat no time to handle all our tegular dudes and respcosibilities as well as these new ones
but we're dying with smiles on our faces."

What Are You Learning?

Sonz things, as always, were learned the bard way. At first, for example, the team
was extremely task-oriented and dmve hard to make decisions even if some members
(Medal Further, when their facilitator pointed this out and spoke of the potential oasts, the
team decided he was just against them and went ahead anyway. "Finally, we hit a wall and
crashed: there was a 50150 split on some &vision, no mie would give any ground, and
everyone was just fighting. So we had a good workout and then allowed the facilitator to
teach us," one member recalled. The team eventually learned how to manage disagreement
and even conflict without shutting any= down, how to foster consensus, and how to make
decisions without creating *sleeping crises" that would explode later.

But similar, though less dramatic, problems occurred when it came time to bring new
members on the tam. 'We made a msjor mistake. We had a group which was moving fast
toward a common goal and we failed to bring the new members in in the right way, failed to
bring them up to speed," said one member. So again there was friction and a breakdown of
orderly group process. And again thtre was learning about how to handle process while
worlemg together toward common goals.

Finally, Ls one member put it, "We're pretty good at fighting and at working
together. The Teacher Center has taught us to be more process-oriented but we're not
always as under control as we should be. The facilitators are good, and good for us. We'll
go at it together but everyone is basically friendly and no one is put off by the fighting.*

6
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Beyond such gains from raw expaience, the assistant principal for administration
noted that he was learning to let others do and learn: "There's a tlemendous amount of talent
in this scluvl, and ST/T allowed people to really exercise tluir abilities and become a
working team." The chalter limier agreed: "We wan into this because we neekd to save
the school, not because we bought dm process entirely. Now, we've bought it there's so
much more talent and willingness than I knew was there."

Borders, Ongoing Problems. Dilemmas?

Not that there weren't pmblems attendant to this success. A swelling committee
nwmbership, for example, led to scheduling problems for meetings. The committee was still
seeking to have as many people as possible participate in the restrmturing process, but as an
unintended =It they were faced wilh the choice of moging less often or making some
decision with too many people absent, leading to a lack of consensus when some members
felt left out. Some people felt that the committee skald be restricted in size, but others
continued to believe that membership should remain open. The problem of how best to
handle conflicting goals, like the problem of insufficient time to handle the many tasks that
needed to lx done, was likely to remain with them; most arguments within the group were
about how time should best be spent.

Money was a related problem. Some felt that more money should have been
earmarked for stipends for those who managed to fit committee medings into their already
crowded weekly schedules. Most committee members felt that they would volunteer their
dm for restructuring whether they received remuneration or not. And there woe 16
differad lunchtime activities all requesting funds from the committee; no one disagreed.with
the difficulty of giving them all the financial support they wanted and deserved.

There were also conflicts due to change. Some complained that the facilitators, not
tl,e participants, set the times for meetings, and that they were less available in the second
par. Further, for many there was a tension between the original mmbers, who felt
hampered by the slower pace of the new members and spoke of how efficiently they had
been able to function during the first year of the restructuring program; and the new, second-
year members, who said that the "older" participants took too much authority.

Finally, there was no avoiding the fwt that shared decision making was in some ways
an irreducibly difficult task. Team members suffered conflicts of politics and personality,
and subcommittee chairs felt victimized as they became lightaing rods for conflict between
opposing factions.

What More Is Needed?

There appeared to be a consensus among the members that the committee needed to

7
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be reorganized. In particular, if the decision was made to continue unlimited membership
then some organizaticrial preceding naked to be developed for the dissemination of
intonation anon those committee members not able to be praent for a given meeting.
Second, Wilkinsl time and funds were genially considard the primary needs of de
committee, as one member specified: *We need resoluta without so many strings." Third,
the members recognized that parental participation was taally lacking in their program
there was not even a parents' associatin and saw a need to develop ways to educate the
parents about school restructming and enlist their participation. This was certain to be a
difficult task since the parents lived in all five boroughs and few wished to come into
midtown Manhattan at night.

Nevertheless, said ate team member, *We now feel we are part of a larger
movement. We've been invited to speak to other schools and there's a feeling that
educational reform is really coming. It's exciting."

8



Delaney Street Preparatory High School
Manhattan

Context

The Delaney Street Preparatory High School took up one and a half floors of the
Valle Marta Junior High School. It was located anwg tenements and small neighborhood

stores on bustling streets two blocks from the Delaney Street subway station cm Stanton
Street, names made famous by the huge Jewish immigration of a century ago.

The school was emblematic of more recent migrations: 35% of the students wae
black mai Hispanic, mow than 50% were the children of remt Asian immigrants, and 80%
of the school's enrollment was judged 'limited English proficient" (UP). In fict, Delaney
Street Prep was designated a magnet alternative school' for LEP students who were overage
for their grade and had been discharged or discouraged by regular high schools. Thaw

interviewed wished to make it very clear, however, that their school offered a traditiewal and
demanding program as well as payin attention to the particular affective needs of its special
students.

Focus of the ST/T Project

Delaney Street Prep formed an ST/T team consisting of teacher rvresentativa from
each department, the chapter loader, the assistant principal of administratice, and the
principal; attended a series of Saturday trainings in team organization and restrwturing
strategies; and developed a set of goals for restructuring. Among these were developing
alternative modes of collegial interactim for teachers, including mentoring, peer intervagion,
and coaching; rescheduling the school in order to provide time for staffdevelopment,
interdisciplinary taiching, curriculum tkvelopment, and one-on-one instruction; and
encouraging a move toward greater team managenunt and shared leadership of the high
school as a whore. To help them move forward more rapidly, three task forces were formed
to focus on the stated goals of the restlucturing effort: academic success, professimalism,
and student life and discipline. Both the task forces and the ST/T committee met at least
weekly.

*Students are judged 'limited English proficient' if they fail to score above a state-designated cutoff point on
an English language test. This status entitles them to special instruction (either bilingual or English as a second
language) in order to improve their skills in English.

Ski New York City, alternative high schools are defined by their population rather than by their nontraditional
approach to instruction. The NYC public alternative high schools sem "at-risk" students who have left or were
failing in regular high schools.

9
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Tim team led the staff to two notable successes. First, starting with tlx spring 1989
term, du, schod schedule was changed to allow brief, oitional medings rconvenins, at
the beghming of every sthool *ay for the whole staff, and, on Wedmsday afternomrs, a
schedule consisting of an hour each for student activities ams studert mentoring, and an kw
awl a half for restructuring meetings. Most important, said the staff, at the same time tiwy
sukopted a modular schedule, providing the cpportunity for kmger instriutonal periods as
needed. Second, partly because of the time aml ;mess mule availabb through racheduling,
the team was highly successful in involving the school as a whole in the restroguring effort.
'Task force meetings were often attended not just by members of the ST/T committee, but by
the entire staff.

In arklition, ongoing staff developmert workshops to support restructuring goals were
held concerning the implementation of a broad spectrum of ww initiatives: the family groups
program (giving teackcs ongoinrrevonsibility for a small group of studiutts),
interdisciplinary edtKation, curriculum development, house plans (creating smaller schools
within the school), student activities, and alternative methods of teacher evaluation (called
Collaborative Assessment of Teaching Skills, or CATS, by the Delaney Street staff).

Effects of the Restructuring Effort

A common theme was that the STfr effort had allowed them the freedom to have an
effect on their school, and, through that, on their own Mures. Nevertheless, some saw a
risk in extending and formalizing their efforts through the Chancellor's SBM/SDM initiative.
Perhaps they only faxed the unknown, but they were concerned about taking on what they
saw as a quasi-administrative function more likely to bring them blame for the school's
problems than the resource; to solve them.

What Are You Learning?

First of all, the committee wished to empinsize that they were still learning, that
restructuring was not something accomplished overnight, and that new concerns were still
being idanified. They stated as a goal that their task was not to fit their school to a
particular model of restructuring developed elsewhere but to use the process of restructuring
to meet their school's particular needs. More concretely, they noted that they had discovered
a way to incorporate the whole staff in the process in a short period of time, a hurdle for
emery school attempting restructuring.

Barriers, Ongoing Problems, Dilemmas?

The biggest problem was the knowledge gap between team members and the general
faculty, who lacked both team skills and information about cuffent and past restructuring
procases and products. As a result, the tam had to overcome a significant degree of

10
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A Better Chance (ABC) High School
Brooklyn

Context

A Better Chance (ABC) High School stood tall awl imposin amid the quiet streets of
Brownsville, Brooklyn. Many of the surrounding dwellings west drab ose and two-story
houses built by the public housing departnwnt. A majority of the private homes west in
disrepair, and the side streets were cratered with pot holes. Stores on the main streets
seemed to earn a profit, but many storefronts on the side streets were boarded up.

Compared with °dm* high schools, this one seemed trampil and nearly monastic with
its empty halls =1 clean floors. Stwlents drifted from class to class imlividually or in small
groups, there were no bells, and on a beautiful spring day it seemed as though only about
half of the 500 students assign:1d to the school were present. Aged 17 to 21, 88 percent
block and 12 percsmt Hispanic, they had come to this alternative school after dropping out of
other schools in Brooklyn. Many of the girls Were teenagol mothers. The principal
lamented that although the school already had a large chty care center with four rooms taldng
care of 40 infants, *I could have 10 rooms and have them all filled."

The principal as well 83 her teachers often talked of their students with affection and
hope. "Tlzy are needy, but they are terrific," said one. During an interview with the
principal in her office, a young woman of 16 or 17 wandered in and the principal stopped for
a few minutes in order to talk with her. The girl complained of a vague backache. The
principal listened sympathetically until the girl seemed satisfied that her problem had been
avknowledged; then she went on her way, don't think her back really hurts," the principal
confided. *She just needs sonwone to talk to now and then." It was that kind of school.

Focus of the ST/T Project

A determination to help their students was evident in the ST/T team's decision to
focus on "student empowerment.* There were a variety of explanations about this concept,
but it seemed to be grounded in the twin beliefs tlutt the students should participate as much
as possible in their own education, and that the esprit de corps of the teachers would improve
as they empowered no only their students but themselves.

However, the actual accomplishments of the ST1T committee -- playfully dubbed the
"Drum Team" by some members -- were disappointing. It appeared that the group's
progress was hampered by factionalism over whether activities should be carefully devised or
should be carried out without extensive planning. "I got worried that we would stay in the
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idea stage foreva,* said ow member who felt the wed to see =carte results tooner.

But the dispute between those favoring careful decitam making and those urging a
push to meaningful action went deeper, to a basic disagreemmt over how best to lead the
awients. One factiat, according to ow description, wantul to dictate In the fashion of a
catechism* dm !Sandal* to which the students should twasure up, "giving them a dose of
reality,* as one temluar phrased it. Another faction wanted to *treat the stutbans as earthily
as posalle," to draw out from them what they thowlit were the important values of tkir
own education and low it should proceed, and that praise them for any effort in the right
directiw. This substantive diffamce led to a lot of discusion, but to a standstill in the
rkvelopiwnt of actual student-oriented activities. One member wryly duerved, "This team
is a great talker, but not a great doer.'

The one concrete outtome was a Health Fair held in November 1989. Some
indicated that dm fair hal occurred because saw of tlx note action-oriented members of the
team, including the principal, simply forged ahead despite continued reservations expressed
by other members of the team. The students were guided to a degree in developing the fair,
but they were also given many responsibilities, such as contaang speakers and arranging for
blood L.s and blood pressure tests. Most interviewees considered this fair a success.

There were other student-orimted developments the introductirm of a peer tutoring
program in some classes and student-organized activities such as a basketball tournament and
picnics in the park but, according to one teacher, these changes could be attributed to
another program rather than to the ST/T committee.

The chief result during dm first two years was the frustration of members of the team
who were rankled at the slow pmgress and limited agenda. One estinutted that it had taken a
year to fully develop the idea of studan empowanumt. "It was a long time in coming," said
another; and a third added, *We've WI a lot of problems. I've come close to quitting." As
she put it, although the group could have been working on major restructuring, they instead
became concerned with "little activities.° Others disagreed, saying that they thought the
process of coming up with a "big vision* for the school had taken longer than expected
because of apathy, lethargy, and skepticism.

Nevertheless, according to all involved, there was dramatic improvement in both
momentum and focus after a weekend retreat at Harriman House to which all staff were
invited. More than 30 same in addition to the team. Many who attended spoke glowingly of
this opportunity to get together in an informal but profesdonal atmosphere to discuss and
thrash out issues =caning their testructuring efforts. Acconling to the chapter leader,
*Saturday's retreat was great. We made a lot of plans for next year. The positive feelings
generated give me reason to hope that the group will now make greater progress.° She was
also impressed that so many had been willing to take the time to drive up to tlw retreat on a
Saturday to get involved in restructuring. "Two or three months no we didn't think we
would do it," she pointed out.
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It should be noted that the intern principal from the Bank Street Principals' Institute,
who lad come to the school in February 1990, was a leattr in planning the retreat. He first
considered the ST/T group to be *like the old CSIP (Comprehensive School Improvement
Program) committee," but he am to unckrstand that the members of the team were
struggling with difficult issues as they grappled with restructuring. Because he sympathized
with their struggle and thought they were headed in the right direction, lw was willing to
help by organizing the retreat.

What Are You Learning?

One teacher summed it up for many when he observed, "I learned that gmup
dynamics is a hard thing to work out and that reaching cons:nous is tough. But, on the other
hand, collaboration is good.* A similar lesson was voiced by the intern primiptl, who at
first felt hurt when his proposed agenda for the retreat was not immediately aurepted, but
who learned, he said, that the staff had to *buy in" in order to accept the plan: "I learned
that everyone had to have input. I respect them now for their judgment."

As with other change efforts, participants learned that change comes slowly. One
member of the team visited Dade County, Florida, oil= cited as the most sustained and
systematic restructuring effon in the nation, and observed that change was slow to come
about even there. Another teacher said that expectations must be kept high because teachers,
like students, will perform according to the level of expectation they develop; it was her
view that, "Training and preparation really do matter."

Several tewhers said they had learned that it was important for things to be
accomplished as soon as possible so enthusiasm and motivation were maintained. One
acknowledged, "There is negotiation to be done. You do have to sit down and discuss
things. But you can't plan and plan without doing anything. It doesn't have to be
complicated and you can learn from your mistakes -- and there will be mistakes no matter
how much preparation you do.'" Another teacher said she had come to realize that the team
had to be ready to keep moving forward even if those not on the team were indifferent to or
critical of their efforts. "There are enough of us now who have said, 'We're not going stop
because of those who don't want to go along,'" she observed.

To aid to this, the principal noted that those on the team had become much more
respectful of each other's abilities, and that she had learned more about the tremor:1ms
reservoir of talent within her faculty: "I've learned that they are very talented when they are
treated as professionals. They really can solve most of my problems.' She added that gm
hoped to see a time when she could operate only as a evnsultant to the team, while they took
care of most of the major decisions of the school.

Most of those interviewed said mat the principal had mad.; some progress toward
letting the team have more say in decisions. Some thought she had difficulty, however, in
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letting go of total control of all aspects of the school. Further, opinions varied as to whether
she had relinquished that control under premix* from the group or by her own volition.

Barriers, Ongoing Problems, Dilemmas?

All agreed that differing opinions, strongly held tuul interminably argued, had been a
ttemendous problem for everyone. Beyond that, opinims about barriers differed. Few
cennplaim:d about the isaw of time. Since classes were over by 1:00 and their schedules
were very flexible, it was possible for the committee to meet owe a week from 1:00 to 3:00
p.m.

One toacher thought lack of finances hal been a problem. She said that limited
funding had meant that the group was continually forced to consiekr low-cost restructuring
irkras. In support, another teacher said that it would help many students, for example, if
there were more teachers, but that this was impossible at current spending levels.

The principal saw constraints at a different level, objecting to the many state
regulations imposed on her stale:tits. Rather than dittoing them toward the correct skills,
the requirements for gradtation, in her view, were another obstacle that *cripples them even
further.' She noted that the school's high pass rate exi Regents exams was artificial since
many studaits did not even bother to show up to take the tests. She added that these
graduadon requirements had also limited the flexibility of the ST/T committee as it tried to
make decisions about student empowerment

What More Is Needed?

The rettrat at Haniman House helped all team members gain perspective on their
problems. Some said they could use help in funding and organizing these retreats once or
twice a year. One teacher asked for more news about the other committees: vl would love to
know awe about the successes of the other schools...or 1 would love to blow more about
what they did that turned out so negative that we wouldn't want to do it" Another agreed,
noting that if there were any other alternative schools attempting to nstructure, it would be
particularly helpful to network with them since alternathre schools faced unique challenges.

One teacher had had a positive experience with some of her students on an Outward
Bound type of experienet funded with a mini-grant and suggested that the Teacher Center
award mini-grants to those schools with innovative programs for students. She added that
the team could use some help from someone with grant-writing experience.

Some commented that while the assistance piovided by TCC had been excellent, they
hoped for ongoing help. "It is essential in a program like this that we stop to reconnect with
the trainers and the Center often, so that we continue to follow up and stay on track,* said
one team member.
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Johnson Junior High School
Rego Park

Context

Johnson Junior High was a huge (1200 students) sleek, modem red-brick building
surrounded by cooperatives and condominiums in a comfortable, safe neighborhood in
Queens. It had two attributes umrsual for a New York City school: an enrollment that had
Mita studily in the last few yaws and a multiethnic whool population in which 75% of the
students fell above the designated poverty line cktermining free school lunches. However,
despite thme indicators of relative affluence, two thirds of the students came from
single-parent homes and most parems worked outside the home. The school was opal until
5:00 each day to help these parents care for their kids.

Johnson JHS managed to avoid overcrowding only by running on multiple schedules,
but the atmosphere was calm, clean, and orderly. Students spoke quietly in the halls and
appeared self-confident in interactions with their teachers. There were a variety of special
programs to attract special students and highly professional teachers; these included English
as a second language, bilingual Russian, advanced placement, and special education classes.
The staff was mature (many with more than 20 years' experience), stable, and reasonably
content.

Focus of the air Project

With the strong leadership of their chapter leader and the benign, though more
passive, support of their principal, the 12 members of the original sTrr committee selected a
highly ambitious restructuring project for Johnson Junior High School: the creation of what
was essentially a complete mini-school for 150 seventh grade students, perhaps later to be
extended to the entire school. As envisioned, their program offered alternative grouping
cluster programming around five major subject areas and their teachers; optional scheduling
-- freedom to depart from the standard 50-minute schedule; a variety of new teaching
practices, including an emphasis on cooperative learning within an interdisciplinary
curriculum; and increased communication between teachers, students, and their parents. The
latter goal was to be furthered through a consultation group focused on student needs and
staffed by the five cluster teachers, the guidance counselor, and parents.

Most ambitiously, and perhaps even unwisely, the team decided to implement the
mini-school as soon as possible, without spending a great deal of time planning,
coordinating, or generating political support for the idea among teachers not on the
comminee. Although no specific causal chain could be established, the upshot of these
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choices was that the mini-school project had been beset by a variety of funding, political, and
coordinating problems. Although it was deemed a great stiCCC33 by the sturknts, by the STfr
committee, and particularly by the mini-school teachers who had been involved in planning,
it had to sharply nanow its scope after only two years. It had, in fact, greatly improved
morale and student-to-teacher and parent-to-teacher communiumtion, but teacher-to-teacher,
school-to-district, and school-to-state communication had been less successful.

First, the comminee's attempt to fund the parent-involveumnt aspect of its prnram
through a State Educatim Etpartment grant ran into a number of difficulties. Endless
tele0one conversations with SED and subsegimnt revisions of the proposl proved necessary
in order to get the grant in point-by-point compliance. Then it did not come in until March
though expected the previous Seixernber. And, worst of all, unexpected restrictions meant
that the monies received could not be vent as planned but had to be used for "teacher
training.' As a result, $38,000 itsperately neeckd by the mini-school had to be returned to
the state, unspent.

Second, there were significant problems implementing the cluster concivt. For
example, the committee was not able to staff the mini-school entirely from within its own
ranks but had to ask for volunteers. Thus, some of the cluster teachers, not having been part
of the planning, lacked the commitment possessed by the others. One in particular was in
sharp conflict with the collegial demands of the cluster cancei*. Moreovtz, classes could not
be combined or periods extoded as planned; there were perceived difficulties with grouping
students of widely varying abilities (for example special education and honors mudents) as
called for in cooperative learning; and class siws proved so large that the cluster teachers
frequently felt overwhelmed.

Third, failure to generate political support among the teaching staff as a whole led to
the sense that the mini-school was a choice made by an elite few, but a burden to be assumed
by all. There was consequent resentment of the dislocations embodied in change and a
perception that the mini-school was failing in its promise.

Fourth, circumstances brought about the unexpected retirement of the principal at the
end of the project's first year. The committee requested that one criterion for selection of a
new principal be a commitment to restructuring, and the district promised that stch would be
the case. Despite this, according to some teachers, the new principal was not a supporter of
restructuring. Although he asserted that he was "in sympathy" with the committee's efforts,
it was said that he often did not attend the committee's meetings. For his part, he said that
restructuring should be attempted only when something is radically wrong and should
proceed slowly even then. Further, it was his view that those not on the committee had been
coerced into change, given little chance to offer input, and didn't buy into the philosophy of
restructuring. He also argued that the time was not ripe for change since the city's finances
had made it impossible to provide the financial support needed.

Given his own limited involvement with the STIT committee, the dislocations of the
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change process, aml tin lack of support for the mini-school among the teaching staff as a
whole, his impresion, in sum, was that the mini-school program was not as good as the
program it had maimed.

Effects of the Restructuring Effort

The team planned to continue the mini-school, but at fin request of the teachers
directly involved it would involve a return to standard, individualized sttuialt programming
instead of a cluster program. The chief innovatim resulting from tin initial experiment was
to be a common preparation time for all seventh grade teachers, to facilitate consultation
among teachers, students, and parents.

Because so many things went wrong, and particularly because of the evaporation of
support by tin district, by the state, and through the replacement of their principal, many
members of the gra committee felt frustrated and disempowered. This reaction cannot be
discounted and must be amsidered a significant effect of restructuring at Johnson:
experitnents do not always succeed, and having loved ami lost is perhaps more painful than
mver Wing loved at all. These teachers hml invested a great deal of time and effort in
pursuit of a visico and in the hope and expectatiat that they could exercise control of a
significant new program, and they saw their decisions reversed and their authority
undermined.

What Are You Learning?

One teacher reported that the experience had caused her to open up to what was
happening outside her own classroom, smit as cooperative teaming and tin cluster concept.
Most responants, however, saw their learning as negative. Some, for example, said that the
experiane had served to surface the lack of trust and true collegiality present in the school.
All took the position that restructuring without the full involvement of their principal had
proven to be a serious, though unbidden and unavoidable, tactical mistake.

Barriers, Ongoing Problems, Thiemmas?

First there were starr-up problems. As noted, there were "too many strings on the
grant:" this led to the need for spending an inordinate amount of time fine-tuning the
proposal, a long delay in receiving any money at all, and, ultimately, to the ruling that much
of the money could not be used as intended and had to be returned. Then, according to the
chapter leader, some teachers, dm to lack of experience and °years of being told what to
do," were uncomfortable with shared decisiat making. Some on the committee "didn't want
to make decisions because then they would have to accept responsibility," and others felt that
the shared decision-making process would not work except wInn the chapter leader was
present. Moreover, some teachers felt that they had been pushed by the union to implement
the program more quickly than was wise. They believed that the first year should have been
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devoted entirely to planning, training, and particularly to further efforts to involve the staff
as a whole.

in uldition, this project suffered the simple hal luck of a change in pfincipals. Faced
with the task of learning everything at once about his new school, the principal indicated that
he had found it difficult to rad and internalize the mini-school grant and to become part of
tin process. Perhaps related to his lack of participation, the principal's conclusion, based on
the politics of the school as he ft:0nd tlwm, was that Ow implementation of the mini-school
had upset the orderly functioning of the school as a whole, increased the fractionalizatim of
the raff, and led to the teachers being at odds with the administration and with each other.

By and large, the committee members understood the principal's position and did not
blame him personally for his criticisms and lack of support. Teachers interviewed agreed
that the school was a complex interactive entity supporting a variety of programs to meet
szlidait weds. They also agreed that a new program had to take into account its impact on
other programs in the school, and adapt accordingly a problem for the mini-school
supporters.

Second, there were insidiciera resowres to support the change effort. Not only was
there a need for further training but there was never enough time to do team work; and
worse, the many different schedules ruling dm school meant that no common meeting time
could be arranged during the school day. As a result, the committee felt forced to rely on
30-minute meetings before school in the morning and a large amount of time spent on the
phone with awl other at night, a source of exasperation and burnout. A related pri*lem
was the difficulty of recruiting supporters ammig the staff, many of whom felt burdemd
already by their jobs and family responsibilities and did not want the further responaility of
committee work before or after school. To meet these objections, the ST/T committee had
asked the district for a half day of staff development; it was refused.

Third, there were ongoing diffirences of opinion. Some committee members had
suspicions as to the motives behind the involvement of others, with the perception that they
wae promoting private agendas. Some teachers conF4deted the committee to have been
elitist. And most staff members considered teaching to be a 9-to-3 jcb and didn't want to
make themselves available for evening meetings or functions, a viewpoint that the principal
saw as a great barrier to shared decision making. Still, the original 12 members of the ST/T
committee were able to recruit 12 more and to persuade more than 30 staff members to work
with them.

Finally, there was a lack of support from outside authorities. Rather than helping the
mini-school, involvement with SED had led to considerable frustration and tackr burnout,
and the district had failed to keep its promise that one criterion for selection of a principal
would be commitment to restructuring. The committee felt betrayed in this respect by
outside authorities on whom they had depended.
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Andrew Williams Intermediate School
Hollis

Context

Andrew Williams Intermediatt School in Queens was "a school without a
mighboxhood," according to the chap= leader. Built only 12 years ago out of tan brick, its
bulky generic-modem shape took up most of a city block and seemed to be the centerpiece of
its surroundings, an area of small apartment buildings, nwdest older homes, and tree-shaded
sidewalks. But the district aided at its back &or, we were told. Its 1406 studans were
70% black, 20% Guyanese; 53 nationalities; 50% at risk; they came in by bus from all over
Jamaica, but not from across the street. And they returned to homes whose pawns felt no
geographical connection to their children's school.

Most important, the school had a new principaL Very much a "new broom,' by his
own account lm had been brought in to clean up a school that had fallen into poor
performance and worse repute under the kmg-term stewardship of an older, somewhat
withdrawn principal, now retired. *The school was near the bottom of the district in test
scores (the second from the bottom of five) and it had a terrible reputation. I was asked to
come in because I had previously turned around an elemanary school," he recalled.

'I began by calling a meeting of all the staff and telling them about their reputation --
the district called the schnol 'a hell hole' and we were at the very least a school in need of
improvement and when they complained I told them to prove the district wrong and held
individual conferences. More than 90 [out of a staff of 1201 came in. Since then I've
thrown, I don't know, a hundred ideas at them Winter Concert, Career Day, an honor
society trip to Yankee Stadium, a trip to the Poconos for all the seniors, a dance program, a
chorus, new programs to support reading. All these are things beyond the classroom stuff
that can make a real difference.*

The principal's strategy of supplying challenge, creative ideas, and personal support
seemed to be working, according to one teacher: °This used to be a cold place; now it's
much warmer." Another agreed: "When I started there were groups beating each other up
outside the school every day; now it's a safe environment. Lateness is down 75%. The
immediate community was scared to death of our kids, now they're happy. The school was
covered everywhere with graffiti, now it's almost clean.° The principal himself observed,
"The staff never talked with tbe old principal, now they conic in and tell me what's going on
because they know listen." This last point was confirmed by the chapter leader, who
said, "The old principal was a nice guy personally but an absolute tyrant, impossible to
consult with. This one listens and works with us."
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The observer followed this principal around the building like a kite on a skort string,
about 10 feet behind and controlled more by the wind of his movement than by itulividual
will or other events. The first thing noticed, beyond the buffeting created by his speed and
energy, were the reactions of those in his path. As he burst upw the changing scene from
hall to stairway to hall to auditorium to hail to stairway to hall to lunchrown, each person
and group froze perceptibly, as one might if a bear crossed we's path in the woods.

The second thing noticed were the many signs of a healthy, high-energy school. The
principal pointed out two trachers with tennis moots, off to coach a group during a free
period: "They asked if they could do it and I said, 'Sure!' Now I'm trying to get them
money for equipment.° Photos on the wall showed a recent Career Day: "Never had one
before. We had people in 28 classrooms." A gaggle of girls waited nervously to perform a
dance for the assembly: "A teacher asked if she could start an exercise class for girls because
time really wasn't any activity for them; now there are 40 dancers." A display case was
devoted to memorabilia from the Winter Concert: "It was great. People said the parents
wouldn't come out, but they came. Now they know this is a school they can be proud of."
Relaxed kids moved purposefully through the hallways. Vigilant teachers constantly
monitozed the flow of events. *Our registers are growing because people are now trying to
have their kids stay here even if the family has to move; we've never been at 1400 before,"
he added proudly.

Focus of the ST/T Project

To begin with, the chapter leader himself did not conceive the pmject as a means of
nutructuring the roles of teachers in the school, but rather as simply another source of
funding and support for ideas he had hoped to put in place, fle read about the ST/T
program in a newspaper and went to the initial orientation by himself. Then he wrote up a
proposal and got the principal, the one who subsequently retired, to sign off on it: "Ikit I
don't think he even bothered to read it; he certainly never came to any of our meetings."
Finally, he hand-picked the members of the original committee. "To be frank, I didn't Ulm
the proposal in as an SDM thing, though that's what it's become. None of them including
the principal and the assistant principal who were totally opposed to SDM -- thought the
proposal would be accepted," he recalled.

Subsequent events are somewhat obscured, particularly because the ST/T project did
not develop an identity distinct from Project Basics, a teacher leadership program which had
been established five years previously through the Center for Educational Leadership (CEL).
This was staffed by many of the same activist teachers as the ST/T committee. Accotding to
the chapter leader, who was highly involved in both, Project Basics had been dormant until it
was "jump-started* by ST/T. But, more to the point, those interviewed were not particularly
clear about which projects had been fostered by which committee. They could point to
specific projects and talk about their history and their own hopes, but they freely a:knitted
that the work on that project by the two committees was "mushed together" in their minds.
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Thus, a teaclwrs' relource room, a project pushed by ST/T, was originally an idea
from CEL (the sponsor of Project Basica); and tlm kW of increased efforts to oritmt new
toichers came, they thought, from the ST/T committee with vmrkshops provickd through
CM. All respondents were pleased to talk about the various projects attempted, abamioned,
and envisioned in du school, but tlz interviewer's attanins to trace the pro*ts' etiology in
order to write an sTrr case study west foreign to their thinldng. But Project Basics was due
to lose its funding in a year, and the two committees would then in fact as well as in practice
be merged into one.

In addition, according to one team member, the committee's efforts had been
"swallowed" by the new principal's initiatives: "There are so many, twiny things going on
dutt it's hard to pick out just wbAch wes come from lie MIT committee."

It was known, at least, that au ST/T committee luxl been formed: "The chapter leader
asked me and I jumped right in," said one teacher. "even the name of dm committee was a
draw. We're trying to bring all these good changes, trying to bring tomorrow into today."
The committee Own went through tlw Saturday workshop training, which they looked back

on as effective and useful, particularly in helping them come together as a group. As part of
this training, the group brainstormed a visicm out of its various concerns and settled on an
area of focus: security. Fimdly the larger staff was asked to respond through a survey, and
ideas and suggestions were collected "which were brought into play this year."

Although some additional ideas had started with the ST/T committee but been carried
out by Project Basics, many didn't come through or work out at all. This led at least one
committee amber to drop out: "I heard a lot of ideas but I dichet see much happening so I
got frustrated and quit." She later rejoined the committee "because I kind of missed it once I
got on top of my own work this year, =Mike the idea of collegial lesson planning.-
Apparmly, the committee had virtually stopped meeting in its second year, beginning to
function regularly again only after the facilitators came on line.

Much of this was corroborated by the principal. In his eyes, the ST/T committee had
been operating *in name only" when he came into the building. The previous year "seems to
have been largely devoted to vision and process, with little to show for it," He added that
what did show had come from within the Project Basics committee structure.

In its second year, the ST/T committee went on retreat with its new principal. The
experience was said to have been excellent, particularly the exchange of visions and the
chance to meet informally. "You couldn't consult with the old principal. This one really
listens to us. He knows we won't put something into practice unless we think it's good for
the school," said otm committee member after that. The principal added, "The committee
knows that they can talk about anything with me and I won't take it personally."

In the principal's version of events, the ST/T committee needed a jump-start, wch
he provided, asking it to support his initiatives by organizing a weekly staff training day,
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finding trainers, and providing an avenue for tact= to meet mut offer kkas. 'I've shifted
the focus of ST/T; it's going to be the main decisicm-making forum of the school. It didn't
do much in the beginning, but now it's raising problems and concerns. Now I try to take a
back seat,* he said.

In the committee's version of events the principal figured less prominently but was
still a major force.

Finally, the ST/T committee decided to form three subcommittees: on discipline, staff
development, and curriculum. *We figured if we all stayed together all the time we
wouldn't get enough done,* commented one member.

Effects of the Restructuring Effort

The impact of the ST/T project cm Williams Intermediate was somewhat blurred by
the particular events in the school. In tk lust pliwe, the committee did not appear to have
conceived itself initially as a restructuring effort nor to have attempted a concrete project in
its first year. It thus had a less substantial effect on dm school than it might otherwise have
had. Seamd, it did nix seek to distinguish itself from Project Basics, and thus staff were
somewhat vague about its impact.

Third, amidst all the upheaval of change brought on by the new principal, the sin
process dimmed. Thus, the principal, in talldng about the changes in the school, could state
that there was enhanced morale, more participation and voluntarisin by both audents and
teachers, more displays in the hallways, more knowledge about what was going on and
coming up, and more direction but Iv could not in any way distinguish which of these
changes had been brought on by the ST/T process as opposed to other influences.

Beyond thesc issues, particular to Williams, the ST/T committee's influence was
limited by forces common to change in all school& For example, its initial efforts met with
considerable resistance from a reportedly cynical and burnt out staff. *There's a negative
element both open resistance from the people who say, 'Nothing works,' and the weight of
the quiet ones who you don't hear, you just feel," said one team member. Another alikd:
*We were met with much skepticism because there had been so many pevious attempts at
change and so many failures. They didn't want us to succeed because they had failed.*

Some of the committee's initiatives were thwarted by competing concerns. Shared
lesson-planning, for example, appealed to a number of people but didn't happen much,
according to one teacher: In the math department a period was set aside last year so that
everyaw could work together and it was used well. But we got a new assistant principal for
math this year, and he's under a lot of pressure from the district to follow a certain
procedure that ckles not include shared lesson planning, so that's been cut back and some
people are very resentful." And there was *Teacher as Counselor," a proposal allowing
teathers to opt out of other assignments so they could meet with two or three kids they had
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iamtified as needing teaching and counseling. "It was blocked by the principal, who felt he
could not release teachers from their assignments to hall patrol. And the counselors weren't
sure it was a gond idea," commented anotha team ncrnber.

But some ideas did come into play and others were in tkivelopmait. Me teacher, for
example, was working mr the ST/T subcommittee on discipline; they were trying to develop
an in-school suspension policy and a uniform disciplinary pmcedure asking the classroom
tocher to Oa more and to provirk more information, "so the dean /crows dm wad= has
done what the teacher can." Andher memba of tic committee hut started the Multicultural
Club, which was giving the kids a positive way to talk about their differences. And there
were ongoing programs on effictive classroom managenumt and cooperative learning.

Furth:11nm, the committee's efforts bad had a transformative effect on at least some
other staff, as one member Med: "More teachers have joircd the committee and even more
are actively working with us. The negativity is lessening, I think because they've sear things
done." Another agreed: 'The meetings widened our horizons =I mask us more active. We
prodded others into being more active° And a third confirmed this: "The main thing is that
we've opened up the school to discussion of any arxl all problems. Everything is OIC to talk
about; everyone is responsible; feels free. Previously, it wasn't that way. Second, we've
taken tic live wires and put them in a place where they can ftniction. Third, we've gotten
commitments from people to solve problems; tic *enablers,' those who passively let
problems go on and on and on, aren't so powerful any more.'

What Are You Learning?

Thoughts on learning fell into two categories, reflections on the process they wee
=gaged in and reflections on personal karning. Concerning process, the chapter leader said
that he had learned, *It's a lot of work communicating and listening when everyone dotz
not think the way I do, and having to work with some people whom I have genuinely lamed
to dislike because they're phonies who mouth things they don't practice." Mother teacher
showed a thmilar concern: "I never realized how difficult it is to accomplish things. It tab:3
an endless amount of patience to be in something like this. You have different personalities
trying to work together. Personalities clash and things have to be overcome.*

The principal was more positive: I've learned that the people on the committee are
wonderfully flexible and willing to help, whereas in the staff as a whole there's rumor
milling, resentment between factions, picayune conflicts, a history of cliques, and favoritism.
The committee offers me a tremendous feedback mechanism and channel of communication
with the staff. Through them I get a reading on problems and a means of anticipating how to
handle things."

Concerning personal learning, the chapter leader noted that he had learned "how to do
committee work and how to be a leader, how to get people to go along with me in pursuit of
something I'm looking for. The last one is a constant problem because people have different
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agaidas and I just have to help them toward our agenda." A teaclor on de committee
reflected, "Them's so much I've learned...how to work with people Mx, have different
kextership styles, how to condo:3 a worksImp or meeting on my own. I'm superintemlent of
my Sunday school, and I've used the skills I've learned Imre to wodic with my teachers thew,
particularly the part about accommodating to different styles." Another tewher simply found
that the experience had changed her: "I was shy and I learned to speak out in a group."

Barriers, Ongoing Problems, Dilemmas?

The interviewees focused on three areas; First was lack of resorms, particularly
time. wIlme is a problem. We just don't seem to have the time to sit and plan and
implenumt," said we team member. Mother agreed: "It's hard to find tin time to get
together to work on curriculum, and it's hard to fux1 dm information we need.° Secaxl
were the burdens of district polity. "The district office is the biggest barrier. They have no
sympathy for this ST/T stuff. Tint gilie us regulation but no support," asserted ow
committee member. "Depending w voluntarism is a problem. People shcold be paid for
their tinm," aditd another. "In the math cktpanment we want to use more of a mastery
teaming model but the district mandates cluster progress, a rigid weekly schedule and
ditgrict-wide tests,* said still anotivar. And third were pmblems dealing with exh other.
"The people involved are those involved with everything. We need to get more people, not
just the same 30, to take part in plojects though the STIT process is helping in this
respect," said one. Another claimed, "There are hidden agendas on dm committee, and it's
hard to deal with the 'overwhelming personalities,' the people who arc so busy listening to
themselves talk that tiwy block our work." Still another said, *There's a lack of
organization, and it all falls on me." Other complaints were: "We need to develop a more
unified staff," and "The cynics are a burden.*

What More Is Needed?

All responses fell into two categories. First was the need for more resources. "We
need money for a teacher resource center, for bringing in workshop leaders, and to pay
people fix meetings ar at least for dinner," said one team member. Another noted,
"Training time should be paid. Treat people like professionals." A third observed, "We
need more thne." A fourth said, "I really think we're capable of doing this but we need time
and support, approvals, and information." Another added, *I'd like to flesh out the tetaer
resource center: a carpet, partitions, samples of every product offered by the vendors, video
tapes, typewriters, a computer, education journals; then we'd open it up to other schools."

And second was the need ,ffir more expertise. "There should be staff development
days spaced throughout the school year on school time," suggested one team member.
Another added, "It would be good to have a professional come work with us, not just for one
workshop but maybe for three or four so that we could get past the jumping-off point that a
single workshop brings about."
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Apple Elementary School
Manhattan

Context

Apple Elementary School was a small, 30-teacher school, one of four programs
within a single building known as the Strauss Community School. Its neighborhood, 95th
Street and Third Aventw, was a mix of mitkIle class urban life: tenements stood beside
restored brownstones, bars lwskle snail stores and restaurants.

Its district was *big on packaging,* according to members of the ST/T committee,
who believed they were losing the public relations We to the many alternative programs in
the district. In their view, dewite their impressive restructuring efforts, their status u a
*regular" school =ant that parents passed them by as much as potsible and rmly chose their
school as a last resort or out of indifference. Some questioned how they could attiact and
retain studatts when the alternative schools seemed so much more atixactive, and they
worried about the survival of their school. Moreover, they said, the three other programs
within their building further divided patent loyalty; a given parent, who might have been
willing to become involved in their restruvturing effort, might also have children in other
prwams, and thus be less responsive to the committee's outreach. Finally, tlx committee
had the same problem with their principal, who had oversight of all four Strauss progmmsz
Although they did not doubt that their principal supported their efforts, the demands made by
the other programs meant that they did not get all the attention and active involvement they
wished.

Focus of the ST/T Project

The restructuring effort of the ST/T Committee at Apple Elementary did not have a
single focus, unless one defmed it as the significant improvement of nearly every aspect of
teaching and curriculum at the school. Targeted arms included reading the expansion of
the whole language approach to include the entire school, institution of a schoolwide reading
period at the beginning and end of each day, and developnr,nt of a modified open library
such as in the public system; math and science creation of a math lab and a computer lab,
selection of textbook series that could be used in every grade and more closely followed the
statewide curriculum; art establishment of an art studio program; foreign language
establishment of a language lab; parent involvement; and reduction of class size.

To facilitate these changes, it was proposed that the school move to flexible
scheduling in 15-minute modules, encourage collegial lesson planning and team teaching,
create an in-house library for staff development, and request additional funding from the
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district office. Oversight and maregement was to be provided through: (1) involvement of
the whole staff in shared decision making so that they could have ining on allocation of
funds, selection of new staff, text book selection, scIntuling, and refinement of a schoolwide
discipline plan; (2) fixmation of a kiwi Management Team consisting of the principal and
three or four teachers (the teachers saving for a prescribed term); and (3) twice monthly
after-school meetings with interested staff.

The team reported that the district did provide the funds requested for additional
curricular materials and that in most targded areas planned changes were implemental or
significant steps were taktm in that direction. Changes that did not take place (e.g. creation
of math, art, computer, and foreign language labs, institution of an opai library plan, and
establishment of flexible, modular scheduling) were stymied by lack of physical space or
sufficient staff. Full institution of all these changes would have required hiring an additional
two tatchers and three paraprofessionals, and money had not been found for this.

Notable successes included full implementation of whole language and raging
programs; the creation and executim of a number of collaboratively planned ynd team-taught
lessons; the creatiat of a four-member School Management Team, which successfully passed
management responsibility to a second team after a year; and the nearly unanimous (99.6%)
choice by the staff to become an SBM/SDM school.

What Are You Learning?

As might be expected, the principal learnings reported by the ST/T committee and the
staff at Apple Elementary School were (1) considerable growth in group process skills; and
(2) the realization that restructuring requires an immense amount of work.

Barriers, Ongoing Problems, Dilemmas?

Most important, there were insufficient resources to support the change effort.
Problems of lack of funding for additional staff and lack of space have been previously
noted. In addition, those interviewed pointed out that the combined responsibilities of
creating new programs while teaching the old ones war draining, perhaps to the point that
they could not both be managed well. They also complained of insufficient shared time for
meetings and consultation. The latter problem made it necessary to schedule meetings before
or after school and led to conflicts between school and home aml inevitable guilty feelings
when one or the other was being shortchanged.

Second, there were ongoing deirences of opinion. Compartmentalization and
specialization of staff led, for example, to unwanted competitiveness concerning allocation of
limited resources.

Finally, there was a lack of support from outside authorities, particularly a lack of
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recognition "from the top" concerning the extraordinary efforts made by the staff and the
paL

What More Is Needed?

Obviously, the committee felt Ow need for more time, more space, and more funding.
In addition, it saw the need for information and training in how to tackle some of the
curriculum issues that came up through their initial restructuring efforts, and in the public
relations question of how best to promote their school.
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Bettinger Elementary School
Manhaftan

Context

Bettinger Elementary School was one of those lame Victorian school buildings tucked
away in the midst of large American cities. When it was built in 1898, its five stories bad
towered over many of the smaller tenements of the surimanding Lower East Side. Now it
was crowded in by the assorted jumble of dilapidated brownstones and new merchant
buildings that made up New York's Chinatown. Its stern facade of limeshme blocks
contrasted with the brightly (Wonted shops and food markets that edged into Catherine
Street. To the visitor, the streets smut completely Asian -- as if a block of Hong Kong
had been set down next to the pavements of New York.

This strong Asian influence was reflected in the school population, which was almost
entirely made up of dm children of Chinese immignants. The morning of the site visit
mothers were attending a special breakfast in the cafeteria and the language that
predominated was Cantonese.

Devite the building's size, Bettinger Elementary was overcrowded, with 660 students
struggling through steep and confming stairwells and along inflow hallways much in need of
new plaster and paint. *They're the greatest. They love to learn and they're no problem,*
according to one tatcher. 'There may have been other pn*lems here," in 1980 the
principil left under a cloud and there was a series of tempozary principals assigned during
the next three years -- "but we never complain about the kids." Many of the staff had been
part of the school in 1980 and could remember the turmoil and low morale of never knowing
who was or was going to be in charge. Now they were proud to point out that many
teaching veterans strove to get positions at their school.

Focus of the ST/T Fretject

The beginning of STIT at Bettinger Elementary School was straightforward: the
chapter leader heard about the program and put a note asking for volunteers in the mailbox
of every teacher. There were a number of responses, and this group then convened a few
times in the winter of 1988-89 to come up with an initial sense of direction. According to
one of the coordinators. "We sat arouml and brainstormed about what we wanted the school
to be like in the future," and then sent in the application to be involved in the ST/T
experiment. At this point, in their own woids, the group wanted "to break down some of the
traditional school barriers in terms of time, class organintion, staff organization, and
curriculum development," and to chAnge many elements within the lower grades.
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This ambitious group found it mixt more difficult to implement than to plan their
program, however. First, as rmw teacher put it, "There were some vesy differart
personalities oxt the team. Some rewted against any kimi of imposed, formal stnxture in the
thacision making.° This slowed down their moves to actim. However, the greatest, and
indeed insurmountable, difficulty came from outside. The *or thrust of their fint year was
to be a restructuring of the Fre-K pnvam, to include curriculum planning aim themes,
clutter teachers, aml team teaching. However, initial efforts in that dfrectirm slowed to a
halt in the fall of 1989 when the Board of Educatimi suddenly expanded the Pre-K classes
from three to six.

Thus, because their mit* initiative was umpectedly thwarted, even thmigh the team
had gone through training and hal great praise for the training provided, it was not clear that
the group had managed any specific programmatic changes in their first two years. Wium
asked about their accomplishments, the team umbers ckscsibed process progress but little,
if any, concrete change. Said one teacher, "In the last month or so there has been a sort of
reawakening. Pea* have said, °Let's decide this or that. Let's stop and see what we have
accomplislmd.' We had a recent retreat and I think there was some real honest
aammunication there, sorm real energy.' Another said she thought that finally they had
th4r group procedures worked out well. She thought the committee was much more able to
make decisions and come to mutual agreements: "We have acquired an openness that is
good. Now I feel we can move on with more conficknce."

The principal spar more positively about the team's change efforts. He saw the
team, first, as an important advisory group helping him with decisions on every level from
computer programs to the clerical support budget. Second, he pointed out that the team had
been instrumental in developing a peer tutoring program, innovative textbook selection,
curriculum matters, and the development of ungraded primary units.

What Are You Learning?

It was clear from speaking with the participants that all had learned a great deal from
the experience, both personally and professionally. One teacher said, "I found the programs
at the Teacher Center very fulfilling on both levels." And all had praise for the assistance
and support provided by the Teacher Center.

A parent representative said many were excited to learn that they could participate in
decisions: "We have learned that we really do have the power to parficipate and contribute.*

All participants had learned that shared decision making was difficult to bring about
quickly. When asked about the lessons she had learned, one teacher smiled and said, 'Well,
you can lead a horse to water but..." She Toted that it was extremely difficult for the
teachers to really feel that change was in their hands: "They look around for a leader, and it
is frustrating when they do not have a leader.* Another agreed, "We need help to direct
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things. Sometimes it gets too loose and it is really hard for any one of us to assume
chairmanship. The group neds to decide as a whole who the chairman should be and then
give that person time to organize the meetings."

Another committee member added that along with this discomfort with leadership
came an initial inability to structure plans: "We need a vision, hut we also need to be able to
take it [into reality] bit by bit, to have kernels and building blocks. I think a group gets...1
think our group got frustrated when the whole thing didn't happen right away.*

Someorks else said she lux1 learned °that a certain number of people don't have a
commitment for change...yet there are a few with the vision for change out there. I do see
some possibilities.° After some further consideration she said that she thmight there was no
one type of personality needed for an effective group, that diversity in ideas and viewpoints
was necessary. Nevertheless, she stressed tInd the group had needed more guidance and
more knowledge of the innicwies of group dynamics.

Barriers, Ongoing Problems, Dilemmas?

First, there were start-up problems, particularly those based on personality conflicts
and different intemetations of how best to proceed. Those interviewed were exceptionally
careful not to assign blame to particular people, but their comments about their group
interactions noted conflict from the beginning.

One teacher said, "Problems began right away. Everybody had different ideas of how
to set up the school-based options...and even once we had set up our mission statement with
its goals, everyone had different ideas about how w do it." Further, several teachers toed
that people on the team had approached problems with markedly different decision-making
styles. Said the chapter leader, "I'm the kind of person who likes to think in broad terms
and then get something going so that things happen quicker. On the other hand, there are
people on the committee who like to slow down and make sure of every point before moving
on to action." Them was also, as previously noted, a resistance to the latthrship model (use
of a convener, reflector, and recorder) proposed during their training: "The people didn't
want to take on these roles...the team has misted it, and resisted it until last week...I guess
this happened because there are very difkrent personalities on the team and they reacted
against the imposed formal structure.'

Second, there were instOcient resoiares to support the change effort, particularly a
lack of time for meetings. "We just didn't have enough meetings. It wasn't systematic.
Teachers had to steal time from other places and different people had different
responsibilities, you know, and different lunch hours," said one twm member. Another
said, "The trouble is getting everyone together for a common time...We'd try for an eight
a.m. meeting but people didn't always come at eight. Sometimes by the time we got going
we would not have that much time left.* And a third added, "The element of time is really
difficult. Sometimes you need a block of time to get to the meat of a discussion so you can
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decide what it takes to be done...We really need a period a week."

Finally, there was a lack of support from outside atultorities. The Board of Educatiat
decided to suddenly expand the school's Pre-K program. *We were like a train and the
Teacher Center was a great engine...We knew what we were going to do. But boom! With
the new year there were immediate problems, like a lot of cars coming into the ntilroad
junction all at once,* observed one team member. Since the central thrug of the ST/T
committee had been to restructure the lowest grades, this unexpected expansion completely
stalled their efforts. Many expressed frustration to the interviewer: "It [the Pre-K expansion]
made a big differentx. It happened so quickly...Pre-K was sugosed to be our model for
restnicturing but we had new staff coming on baud, and new classrooms...It has taken a lot
more time for them to adju.st and to accept the idea of restructuring.*

What More Is Needed?

Team members often commented that they had needed more time to meet. Some
suggested that it would have been a great benefit if the meetings could have been scheduled
during the regular school day. This would have led to more attendance and possibly more
continuity in the agendas.

There was some discussion about the need for mote help from the facilitators during
the second year. One teacher observed that there did not seem to be an overall plan to take
the facilitators all the way through the life of the project; she tegretted this. Moreover, it
was pointed out, it seemed that the facilitators' overall duties had expanded and, although
they were praised highly for their involvement, the increase in duties had led inevitably to
less attention to the team.

Other stated needs included more personnel, more funding to help increase parent
involvement such as a stipend to cover the cost of a baby-sitter and, according to a
parent, some training set aside strictly for the parents: *At a lot of these meetings we talk
and we listen but we lose out as time goes by because we are unsure of what is being
discussed...I would like to see a trainer come in and explain some of the things a parent
should know about a school, someone to explain the mechanics of the school."
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Charles Wilson Elementary School
The Bronx

Context

Charles Wilson Elemartary School was actually made up of three school buildings
connected by walkways. Tim central portion was the oldest, completed in 1899 according to
the plaque at the front door. The other sectioas were much mver awl had the wide halls
and low ceilings of modern school architecture. Despite the efforts of various architects, tlw
school as a whole had a disjointed, rabbit-warren-like complexity. And it was packed with
children and personnel. At the time of the site visit, there were 2100 chrldrar (actually 300
fewer than the previous year, following the establishment of a nearby mini-school) and about
200 teachers and staff. The teed= were quick to point out the large size of the school, and
it seemed clear that it was at the root of many of their problems.

The surramding streets had the exhausted and littered look of a poor neighborhood.
Unemployed men skulkal in doorways. The principal said that the community bad been
solidly middle class in earlier times, but that in dm past few decades those who could had all
moved away. Teachers added that although the =a was not truly dangerous, crime was a
constant problem; students, they felt, often came to school not so much to learn but because
it was the only safe place in their lives.

The population of the school was about 60% black and 40% Hispanic. Many of the
families of the Hispanic children were recent immigrants from the Dominican Republic. The
school had been cited on the state's Comprehensive Assessment Report (CAR), indicating
low standing on New York State achievement indicators, and no one seemed to have great
hope that it would get out of that category, despite some recent progicss.

Because of its CAR status, Wilson Elementary had been targeted for improvement
efforts as part of the comprehensive school improvement prvgram (CS1P). The efforts of the
CS1P team had been rewarded by a grant of more than $290,000 for enrichment programs,
and as a result the school had been able to offer an impressive army of after-school as well
as in-class programs for studarts, including programs to improve parent involvement. That
were no parents on the ST/T team, although there were several on the CS1P committee. The
principal, who had been with the school more than 20 years, said that the previous year with
its CSIP-funded programs was *the best year that I can remember."

As at many urban schools, Wilson's faculty commuted to work and was disconnected
from local events and people. According to the principal, the teachers worked hard, but
many "have that eight-to-three mentality." Nevertheless, he seemed proud of his team and
remarked, "There is not a problem with any of them. They work very well together."
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Focus of the MT Project

The project bvin when the chapter leader heard about the ST/T program at a UFT

meeting. SW brought the literature back to the school principal. "We both read over the

literature and we saki, 'Let's do itl" she recalled. Tim principal remembered that he

welcomed the idea as soon as it was suggested. He added that in such a large school he had

fmind it impossible to have a strict hierarchical chain of command. "I can't be autocratic in

a school this large. It [the FM* team] seared a good idea.°

After their proposal was accepted, the chapter leader and principal asked for

volunteers for the team. The chapter lealer said, *I tried to get people from different

voup, like early childhood, bilingual, special ed, and so on." By dm time they finished
recruiting, they wound up with too many interested people almost 20 so the two then sat

&own and selected a group they thought would effectively represent the whole school.

After training, tbe group "really got going" in sprit g, 1989. To find out which

problems required the most attention, the team surveyed the teachers. This revealed that the

lunchroom was most distressing. According to the principal, 'The whole lunchroom

ituation irked the teachers greatly." Each building had its own lunchroom, cavernous,

without soundproofing, and with tables set close together *feeding factories," said ow of

those intaviewed. Compounding the problem, the whool had poor playyard facilities,

allowing only a small number of children to get out to play during the lunch periods. Their

pent-up energy often displayed itself in errant behavior in the lunchroom. According to the

assistant principal, the situation in the lunchrooms had deteriorated to the point of near

chaos. There had been incidents of food throwing and fights among children. "There was

also a lot of tension you could feel it in those lunchrooms," she said.

The team worked hard to ;mine up with solutions. According to the assistant

principal, timir ideas followed three stages. First, at the beginning of the year the students

were informed of the code of behavior required in the lunchrooms. Charts were posted that

showed the behavior of each class and how it was progressing. Second, the class with the

best performance in the lunchroom each month received a reward such as ice cream, extra

gym periods, or the chance to see a movie. The final idea was to include a discipline system

including a lunch detention to punish those students who committed severe infmtions.

This last part of the plan led to a setback for the team, however. One teacher explained it

this way: "We wanted to have a lunchroom detention, but we couldn't get a separate room

for it...So we decided that we would volunteer in turns to take them. But we couldn't get

any volunteers from the other teachers...so it didn't last for more than a few weeks.*

Nevertheless, the group rallied and decided to change the plan so that lunchroom
infractions could be disciplined through an in-house suspension program, itself another result

of work by the ST/T team. Faced with what they perceived to be excessive discipline

problems, the committee devised an in-house suspension program to be run by one full-time
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teacher and a paraprofessional, and convinced the principal to set aide a special room with
the proper supplies and equipment.

All those interviewed spoke highly of this program. As the assistant principal said,
"It's a deterrent and it works." More btoadly, some said that faulty absented= had
dropped significantly compared to tlw previous year because of the program. It cuts down
cm Weber absenteeism because it relieves the stress on all the teachers.," said ow team
member. Funding constraints threatened the in-house suspursice program in 1990-91, but
team members were determined to maintain it. Said orm teacher, 'We need to remain united
on this and committed to keeping it."

The team also planned to focus on two more improvemarts to lunchtime scheduling.
One concept was to arrange schedules so that child= did not have to change buildings tv eat
lunch; at that time some classes had to march up and down stairwells and through crowded
hallways in order to rerwl their assigind lunchroom. In amjunction with this change, they
wanted tv experiment with changing the time for lunch for some of the grates; this, in turn,
would allow for more flexible scheduling throughout the school. Some on the team
anticipated problems with this last idea, however, since changa in schedule were not always
welcomed by all teachers, especially those with seniority, and because negotiations as to who
would get which luneh period might lead to conflict.

What Are You Learning?

There seemed to be an exceptional rwAlience and determination within this group.
Instead of being slowed and stalled by the harsh realities and tough issues facing Charles
Wilson Elementary School, they seemed to bear down and forge ahead with more
momentum. One teacher summed it up this way: *It takes a lot of hard work and you have
to keep trying. There are so many obstacles. You have to keep going over and over it again
and again until you come up with some kind of answer."

Anodic' teacher agreed: *This kind of change takes lime. It can be very frustrating.
You are dealing with so many differerit personalities. Just trying to get a concept up and
going can be tough.* As an example, she cited the team's efforts to get the faculty to vote
on the Chancellor's site-bawd management initiative. Despite the team's efforts, few people
even bothered to return the ballots. "You spend all your prep time getting together a survey
or questionnaire...and then they don't even hand it in," she noted.

The assistant principal said that she had learned to "hold my tongue" during meetings.
She explained that she had been used to telling others what to do but that she had learned to
listen more and let the other members express their opinions. "We really have learned that
we can talk to each other -- and learn from what we say to each other," she explained.

Another teacher concurred that they had all become proficient at discussion
procedures: "We now focus in on the task, listen better, and communicate with different
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payle better.' They all felt that the training they had received from the Teacher Center was
crucial to their learning about tlwir own functioning and about group dynamics.

Barriers, Ongoing Problems, Dilemmas?

The intimidating size of the school remaind the chief barrier to the timm's work.
Everyone explained that the slwer number of the faculty, let alone resistant attitudes, made it
difficult to communicate the interests and activities of tlw ST/T team. 'Me team haul put up a
bulletin board in the teacluff's lounge to help with the moblent, for example, but days
somdimes passed without comment from anyone. As the assistant principal said,
"Communication just getting the word out to everpne can be tough.*

And even when the word was out it was not always welcomed: *Getting the whole
school involved is difficult...We've tried to include others in our meetings, but they're not
willing to come to the early meetings. They say, `What's in it for me?'" said txte teacher,
adding that it was difficult to catvince others of the long-term rewards of the team's actions.

And finally, there were political problems both within the team and between the team
and the rest of the staff. Some of the members, it was said, had had an authoritarian tone at
first about what they wanted to see done, =I had said, "You haw to do' this or that. Such
internal communication problems were worked out over the course of the team's time
togdher. Mare difficult to address was an initial perception by some of the staff that the
team was "an elite group° setting itself above others. However, it was felt that this
misperceptice too had changed as the team had become more visible and familiar.

What More Is Needed?

This group was used to being self-reliant, so questions about assistance were usually
answered with a confident shake of the head. The assistant principal, after some
thought, said she did not think dm group needed help. She praised the two facilitators
provided by the Teaches Center: *They were able to give us insights we never had thought of
before. They also helped us to be professional, to keep on track with our goals.' Others
agreed. "We like our facilitators and we hope to keep them...I'm sure we could use help in
some area, but I'm not sure what they are right now," reported one teacher.

Another teacher observed that they only rarely got the chance to talk to other ST/T
groups. She hoped the Teacher Center could arrange meetings among all the groups: "It
always helps to hear from other schools...I'd like to know what they accomplished and how
they accomplished it." The chapter leader made a similar argument "I'd like to visit other
sites...to see something working in a school...to see how they overcame the hurdles...It
would be especially good to show the assistant principal and the principal how it is done in
other schools...This might really facilitate things for us."
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Swearingen Elementary School
&aten Island

Context

Swearingen Elementary School was located amid the quiet, residential blocks of West
New Bripton on Staten Island. The homes, while not large, were solid and stood behind
well-tended lawns. Built during the 1940s and 1950s, they were relatively stately aml old
compared to most Staten Island houses. The three-story school with its solid freade of red
brick and solemn rows of tall windows seemed to be the very picture of the classic Anwrican
school building. Although constructed more than 50 years ago, it had been well maintained
and seemed free of peeling paint or broken Wines. Reflecting the traditional concepts of
organization, the whole building was in a box shape with a squire courtyard in the center
and rectangular classrooms filling each floor. There was a large clock in each hallway and
classes proceeded in boisterous but straight lines to their various destinations.

There were few yousg teachers visible. Most were middle-aged and had been at the
school fir many years. The ST/T facilitator for the school observed, "We have very senior

teachers here. I think about 15 years is the average time spent at Swearingen." This
reservoir of experience seemed to give the school its sense of order and continuity.

The principal also embodied this sense of tradition. Without raising his voice or
resorting to rule books, he was able to convey confident authority. Although close to
retirement age, he moved about the school with the conviction and energy of a man half his
age. Iris school was overcrowded with more than 800 stuthmts, yet he appeared to radiate an
avuncular concern for each one. While making his rounds, he frequently stopped a child to
inquire about a problem or praise a recent success.

Yet, while the community, the school building, and the faculty of Swearingen
Elementary had stayed true to dm traditional goals of education, there were significant shifts
in the makeup of the student body. One teacher who had taught in the school more than 10
years noted that fewer of her students were now getting support at home: "Sometimes I get a
class where half of the kids haven't done their homework.' Ti* assistant principal lamented
that many of the students were in a 'limbo stratosphere.' She aided that a significant
number of the children came from single-parent homes and did not get enough guidance
about even basic skills.

There had also been an increase in the number of immigrant children who were not
proficient in English. Although they scored high enough to disqualify them from ESL
courses, *That means they are barely functioning and not at all above grade level,* said a
teacher. The resource room teacher said, 'We're trying to get them before they become
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lost...Right now they are treading water...We want them to swim ratha than go un&r." A
teacher who said she had been tewhing for 27 years, but who was not part of the
restructuring team, said she also had noticed that not only did her children come to school
less prepared to learn, but there was also increasing immure for them to learn more. *It
used to be that by the time tiwy got out of kindergarten it was okay if they could count a

Now they are expected to count from one to one hundred,' dm said.

Along with this concern about changes in skills, twine support, and demands for
higher performance, there was a fear of the dunes brtmght about by larger politica forces.
Specifically, a plan by the local school board to teduce the school's overcrowding by
=zoning and reducing the district boundaries loomed on the horizon. This would change the
racial compoitice of Ow school currently 65% white, 30% black, and 5% Asian toward
a greater proportion of minority students. Althmigh the community as a whole was upset by
this change in racial makow and feared a dmeciation in land values, the school staff were
worried more about the absolute loss of 90 students and tk consequent reduction of staff by
three. The principal predicted that school morale would be affected by these losses, but he
shrugged off the increased numbers of minority aucknts as a lesser issue because the school
had beesi integrated for a long time. Nevertheless, several teachers conceded they were
concerned about the possible increase in at-risk studots.

Focus of the gr IT Project

Prompted by their concerns about low-performing primary students and lured by a
Teacktr Center flyer, several teachers wrote a proposal in September 1988 to get involved in
the ST/T project. In fact, six representatives from the school, including the principal and
assistant principal, attended the introductory seminar. The presentation apparently fired them
with enthusiasm and they came back to their school ready to make changes. One participant
said, 'We wanted to try it...Three of us already ate lunch and talked together anyway...We
thought we might as well make it formal."

Beginning in January 1989, the initial team attended Saturday workshops on Staten
Island and in Manhattan at the Teacher Center headquarters. After this training period, the
team presented an STIT program to the rest of tlw fitculty at Swearingen soon after Labor
Day, 1989. According to one, they first held a general faculty conference and then
organized grade-level meetings. Then the staff drafted a "big visit= Provide high quality
education for all of the children of a vaditionally middle class community. Develop a school
environment where all individuals are valued and encouraged to realize and strive to attain
their fullest potential.*

To move toward this vision, the team and staff worked first on greater communication
through arranging schedules so that teachers from each grade could get together. Due to
these scheduling shifts, taschers from every grade were able to meet at least once a month.
One team member said, It has given us much more structure in our communication with
each other. It's now much less piecemeal." She added, "I like it because it makes us
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talk...It is a chance to put personalities aside so we can work as colleagues."

According to one of the first team members, "The staff is now zercing in on the
at-risk children. The focus is to meet the needs of all of the children, even the at-risk ones."
An outgrowth of their work was a $1000 grant from the Teacher Centers Consortium for
materials and supplies so that students could reinforce in the classroom skills that they had
learned in the resource room.

The overall progress, however, was concentrated on process-related matters rather
than actual stnictural changes. A teacher observed, "Restructuring is a very personal
thing...and it has been a slow process. Everyone needs to feel secure in whatever position
they hold...and they have to rapect tlx positions of others.* Because of this, much of the
first year was spent on the process of building a sense of security.

The most ambitious of the Swearingen Elementary School restructuring projects was a
"transition" class between kindergarten and first grade for about 20 children identified as not
realy for a tralitimal first grade but not needing to stay bwk in kindergarten. In pursuit of
this idea and with the help of the facilitator, the voup met with a teaclwr from another
district with an "unstructured primary grades" system. While the meting was helpful, one
=cher reported that this was not what they had in mind. The idea seemed to be still in the
planning stages, and although many expressed the lmpe that the class could begin the
following year, many issues remained to be resolved.

Although one of the tenets of ST/T has been parent and community involvement, this
was clearly not a priority at Swearingen. In part, this was due to the rezoning issue
preoccupying the community, but it was also because the teachers and administrators of the
school appealed to want to get their own house in order before inviting in parents.

What Are You Learning?

For all concerned, ST/T involved a n*or commitment. They learned that it meant
increased time, revised schedules, and altered expectations. In some cases, it mow conflict.

The principal, ainong others, spoke of the trouble of keeping everyone interested.
Smiling, he admitted, "I thought every teacher w( uld be infused with excitement about the
idea, that the enthusiasm of the few would go on to the most. But some people seem
'enthusiasm resistant.' It just didn't catch on." A veteran teacher who had seen many things
wine and go at the school said simply, "Some of the teachers are not really involved...They
are holding onto their old ideas and don't want to take the initiative." But she said she saw
progress because the grades were meeting together regularly and the lines of communication
were more open.

Some asserted that in a large school personality conflicts are inevitable. One teacher
observed that she thought teachers were inherently independent by nature, that they liked the
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fact that they could shut the cbor and (kr what they wanted. Therefore, she believed, it was

hard for them to adjust to a united, shared decision maldng ppriject. Another thought it was

not the nature of teachers but tlz nature of change that WU the issue: 'The roots of

stuxessful rnstructuring need time to grow. It must come from within a school awironment

and grow based on the needs and goals of the school members and the community. Some

things may work, sonw may not work, but we're in the business of learning and

growing...We have nothing to lose by trying, and a lot to gain."

Another was equally hopeful, especially because of tlw environment of shared

decision making across the country: "Wm I first started you were told, "This is what you

will tomb period.' Now the admhistration has a much more open outlook, more

flexibility...It's just a good idea, because having more people involved in the curriculum can

only be positive.*

Barriers, Ongoing Problems, Dilemmas?

Although she was optimistic, one teacher said she found the restructuring time-

conFuming. She added that although she was given a stipend during the training period, after

thy, she got nothing. She chuckled, 'Now we have to do the work and not get paid for it."

The lack of financing was accepted as the status quo by all. Thus, although the

kindergarten teachers hoped to enlist the aid of a paraprofessional in creating their

transitional class, they did not hold high hopes of getting the budget for this position. A

teacher said, *The basic problem is ahvays money." However, the principal took an

opposite view, osserting that money was not a problem for ther ST/T project since it had

never been anticipated in the first place: "We have always been working within our own

resources, our own imposed limitations."

The transitional class idea was also being discussed with the district coordinator of

early childhood education. Some feared that this person might, intentionally or

unintaitionally, hinder their plans. The simple lack of reaction from the district was seen by

some to be a barrier to further planning.

Others pointed out that overcrowding remained a significant barrier to change, as

illustrated by one teacher's comment: "We have done as much as we can in these

times...Overcrowding is overcrowding. It is hard to alleviate that with restructuring."

What More Is Needed?

The question about further help both pleased and startled those interviewed at

Fwearingen Elementary School. Although they were delighted to hear the question and to

think about the possibility of help, they were not entirely prepared to answer. Nevertheless,

as already mentioned, funding was considered a crucial issue and all made it clear that any
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Wu funds would be greatly appreciated. Ow thought that it mild be helpful to get more
information on the restructuring movement, specifically on how Wm- schools were maid%
progress. A kindergarten tawher said, *We can't be the only ones thinldng of a transitional
class...We need ideas. How do we approach the parents? Is pi" to this kind of class
enough to satisfy them? I mean are we just reinvaning the wheel here?* In fact, almost
evayone stressed dm need for more information and, in a larger sense, a need for further
communication and affiliation.

Several thought additional workshops conducted by the Teaclwr Center staff at their
school would be a big boost to their efforts. One suggested in particular that they should
have a visit from one of the leaders of the Center for School Reform at Teaohers College:
*We could use more input from people like her...She could come and talk to all the staff.*
But another said that she would still like to see a few more workshops on *how to talk to
each other.*
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Michael Dimter Elementary School
The Bronx

Context

blichael Deeter Eknientary School was "the last school in the Bronx,
popaphically," the intaviewer had bee, laughingly told when lm asked for direction. It
sat abod a mile from wluge New York City ended and Pelham began in Westchester
County, and certainly time were no overt indications tint one was in NYC: no skyscrapers
in sight, no crowded red-brown three and four-story buildingsom sense of tbe generation of
immigrants who bad passed throigh the inner-city neighborhoods in the nortimast United

States.

In fact, this neighborhood could have been described as 'outer city." The streets
were wide and reascsiably clean, and there were no abandoned buildings or burned-out hulks
of cars. Most buildings were no more than four stories tall NW one could feel the sky when
walldng the streets or looking out the window. Still, the neighborhood was very poor. "Not
quite the poorest of the poor,' one teacha said; that required that 75% of the school's
families be below a government-designated poverty line. But it was only a percentage or two
barer than that. The student body was about 70% black, M% Hispanic, and drawn almon
entirely from two pmjects, one for the destitute, the other for low-income families.

These were "the largest projects in the Bronx," according to one teacher who lived in
than, and who had grown up in them and gom to Deeter Elementary School as a child.
According to her, the neighborhood used to be a beautiful place but now was drug-infested,
aml there were a lot of single parenft, mai grandparents raising fiver kids, kids who are "so
ready to fight each other.* The school was surrounikd by these projects on two sidts and
the blocks around it contained nothing but project buildings, some eight stories tall; a modern
junior high; a large, empty playing field surrounded by a chain link fence; and one or two
low, sprawling government service buildinp, like factories for tlw processing of humans.
One had the sense that before the pmjects came there had been nothing here but unimproved
land.

The school itself was red brick and fairly modem. lt was three stories tall and about
three tin= as long as it was high, spreading (Arpin the side of most of a city block. If one
took two steps off the street, one would find oneself in the ground floor hall. There was a
desk for a security guard in the entrance way, but the visitor was likely to find it deserted.
The entrance was clean and quiet, with posters made by kids hanging from strings, lined by
bulletin boards displaying their art and spectacular essays: "A Picture of my Favorite
Monster,* "Our Trip to the Ballet,* *Why Igo is Bad." In the upper corridors, kids were
marshalled into quiet lines by their teachers, and they waited patiently for the chance to go
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up or down the stairs, or just for the appearance of their next handler, the next-period
teacher. Dozens of kids waved or flashed their eyes at a visitor, and a bold one might have
called out, °What's your name? Are you visiting today?" But the call was made quietly.
These were no disruptions or any voices raised more loudly than a teacher's firmness.

Yet, despite the visitor's sense of quiet and order, reasonably happy kids, and
contented teachers well in control, all those interviewed spoke of a "breakdown" of discipline
and a sense that the principal was not doing a good job of backing up the staff. There was
also sharp conflict among the staff: on one side were those who wanted "strict rules,
established procedures and sure punishment"; on the other, those who wanted more staff
training and consciousness-raising, together with student participation in developmat and
administration of a code of behavior. "People feel sure we need to do something won. If
things just go on we're definitely going to be in trouble 'cause things are going to get out of
hand but we're just not sure what to do," said one team member. This topic, school
discipline, and this question, what to do to improve things, became the focus of the ST/T
initiative: "We decided that it was something we had worked on least and needed to develop
the most," recalled a team member.

Focus of the ST/T Project

The Deeter Elementary School ST/T project began with an announcement published in
the UFT paper. The chapter leader rad it and was interested enough to want to learn more,
so she and another teacher went to the principal and suggested that the three of them attend
the orientation meeting.

Following that, the three decided to develop an ST/T committee. The chapter !cider
brought the possibility into a union meeting at the school, attended by about 40 of the
school's 70 teachers. About 10 or 12 teachers volunteered for the committee -- anyone who
volunteered was in -- which then began the process of Saturday training, identification of a
mission/vision, and selection of a project.

At this point, accoraing to one of the initial members, the committee issued an open
invitation to all staff to attend its meetings, and two teachers accepted. But "there was still a
perception by some that the committee was an elitist group," added the team member. A
young teacher who had not been part of the start-up group but later joined the committee
described her own initial perceptions of it as "mostly made up of supervisory people, people
who already worked with the principal." The principal said, "Everyone who bought in had
their own agenda." She spoke comfortably of committee politics and politicking, and
asserted that committee decisions were not really made by voting or by consensus, but were
more Of less left up to her. A teacher describes this process as, "Well, we just sort of
decide things," while the principal described it as, "Really, what I decide, that's what we
do.*

One got the sense that the Michael Deeter Elementary School ST/T committee was
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mit really in favor of shared dixision making. Rather, it was comfortably evolving wider
decision-maldng roles for a few teacher-ksders. These leaders were already invaded in
managing the school and used to working with a principal who had retailed all the reins of
leadership, but they were also interested in empowering others to attempt new roles.

Through the Saturday meetings and the techniques learned on the retreat, the
committee identified three goals: to improve service to younger pupils, to increase parental
involvement, and to create a more pi:skive school climate. The priwdcal work of
implementing each goal was then delegated to subcommittees, which hal varying MUMS in
moving from vision to new stnictures. It's very difficult to get anywhere," said one
committee membia. Another agreed: It's a slow process. People get frustrated."

The first goal was quickly and successfully implemented through departmentalizing
reading in the second graft. After that practice had been in place for a year, plans were
made to extend it to a primarywic* ungraded reading program. As the principal put it,
"People showed their commitment and it's paid off."

Staff efforts to reach out to and create greater involvement with parents were not as
successful. The chief project was a series of supportive ptrent4ducation workshops,
"Ms:Ways for MOMIllia," which grew out of a subcommittee's meetings with the parents.
About $4000 was allocated for these workshops without much discussion about competing
needs, and a number of workshops were held. But turnout was mull about 30 parents to
begin with from a school of 7t10 kids, fading off to 10. One teacher felt that unforeseen
changes in the vm hurt an otherwise good program: the preratkun took a full-time job and
had to quit and several others started college courses and cut back their involvement. But
other staff felt that their efforts and investment were unrewarded and their idea a bust

Subcommittee efforts to improve school climate were also unsuccessful. The chief
project was an effort to start a school newspaper, but, one team member reported, "That
didn't get off the ground.* More important, interest in such efforts was engulfed by serious
morale problems relating to school discipline. Concern about how to turn the situation
around took over any other discussion of climate. As one teacher put it, *There's terrible,
terrible discipline here." According to another, "A lot of people are dissatisfied with the
administration's response to discipline problems. They feel they are not getting enough
backup and support, that the principal is not visible enough, that when a child is sent to the
principal he gets 'a jelly bean and a pat on the head.'" The principil herself acknowledged
these problems and repeated the *jelly bean complaint," saying in her own defense that those
same teachers who wanted her to be tougher with the kids nevertheless appreciated her gentle
style when she worked with them.

These concerns about discipline led to the formation of subcommittees on the
lunchroom and on a discipline code. There was Also talk of creating a position for a dean of
discipline or a *cool off° room. More important, the discipline problem was raised for
discussion in an after-school faculty meeting for all staff (itse:f an '.iea of the STIT
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committee) and was made tlw central concern of the ST/T committee's all-school retreat.

Voices raised at the retreat were not always easy to hear, and the staff became
polarized, not only between those with differing discipline philosophies, but between white

and black staff. In particular, according to one participant, *Some of the black teachers said

that the white teachers don't treat dm kids with respect, awl that UM discipline problems

occur because the teaclwis can't understand the kids." In the words of a black teacher, *This

is a good school, but many of the teachers have been hare a long time and see the changes in

the kids and daet know what to do not that tlw young tawhers do." As the principal
summarized it, the real problem was that the school was suffering a classic conflict between

a middle class teacher corps and a lower class community, compounded, in her view, by Um

fact that *Black teachers seem to think they have ownership of the kids because of their

color. They feel the white teachers need to be sanitized to the Idds' needs more. They

dal% realize they're middle class too.*

It wculd be accurate to say, then, that Deeter Elementary was struggling to create a
positive climate for its students ruxl for its staff, who were upset with the situation and

confused *out what to do. Sharply differing approaches were being put forth. Some black
teachers were hurt and angry at what they saw as racism, while some white teachers were
hurt and angry at what they saw as inappropriate criticism.

However, these same denlopments can be framed more positively. First, as
mentioned previously, one of the offshoots of the Fur committee was an agreement on the
part of the principal to reinstitute regular whale-school staff meetings, a very positive move
according to thow interviewed. ft was in that forum that the climate and discipline issues
were raised. Second, it was at the initiative of the ST/T committee that these issues were
=Tied from the faculty meeting to the all-school retratt, at which the issue of racism
surfaced. So it can also be said that one effect of SDM was the creation of new structures

that served to bring staff concerns and troublesome conflicts to public discussim One
wishes that Deeter Elementary School staff wize more at peace with the kids, the principal,
and each other. But if problems do exist, then one cannot ask more than that the school
structure provide forums for raising them, thus creating the possibility of intentional,

systemic change.

Some felt that a few speakers at the retreat bad become frustrated and 'said things
they were sorry to have said.* According to one respondent, "A lot of people* felt that *the
retreat should have allowed far more people to speak their feelings." The key, according to
the principal, was that "We're trying to deal with the problems.° The chapter leader
confirmed this, pointing out, "We are beginning to break ground with the conflict over
discipline. Teachers are talking together on the committee." As another teacher put it, "We
all know where we want to go, not how to get there. Some favor punishment, some
negotiation and staff training. But I really feel we're corning together on this." The tone,
then, of all those interviewed was a realistic positivism that acknowledged significant
problems without bitterness or defeatism, and looked instead to the SDM process as having
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fostered discussions that could help them overcome conflict and move ahead.

Effects of the Restnicturing Effort

The most immediate, and perhaps even the most important effects were on the
participants themselves. Ow of the first committee members stated it most powerfully: "I
am so grateful. I was hopeless before, and I have felt better about myself and this school
since this began. The training was wonderful because I canw out with hope. It can work; it
can make more people positive." This was echoed by another teacher who had joined the
committee mtwh later: "I heard about the committee and b ait to a few meetings. At first
my interim was selfish -- I thought maybe I could keep a re vrd of the meetings as part of
my master's thesis but then the meetings justfeit right, and I became involved and joined
the committee. I feel better. I feel gond. I feel like I'm thing something for the entire
school, I'm really doing something."

In addition, the participants noted changes in each other: "The program works to own
us up, tv realize we're all doing the sal= thing, to ask for help, to share." The chapter
leader noted, beyond that, that teachers on the committee had become much more free in
voicing their opinions: 'They're no longer silenced by fear of negative repercussions; they
realize that the principal is at least willing to listen to them." And, she ackled, the principal
lad become more receptive to staff ideas: "At first her support was more verbal than actual
and she tad to be puslwd to make changes in response to staff ideas; now she is really trying
to meet our concerns.' The principal, of course, had a somewhat different point of view:
"People still look to me to make the decisions and it is hard for me to contain myself.
Sometimes I just try to absent myself fmm a meeting because I could still be controlling and
manipulating without mauling to or really knowing it."

And finally, there were effects on the larger school community. Most basically, the
first project attempted ckpartmentalized reading in the second grade was seen to be
working. Beyond that, said another respondent, many teachen in the other grades became
interested in the concept, and the sixth grade teachers picked it up on their own.

More broadly, the school as a whole was positively affected by the SDM process.
*They see us out there trying to be positive and it affects them,"said one committee member.
Another agreed: "On the retreats we'd get together after the meetings and utlk about our
lives and families. We saw each other in ways we hadn't had time for in the school day, and
that helped break through what we'd seen as differences separating us.* A third said,
"Knowiry ach other better as people really helps us work together better. We're feeling
better about each other. We realize we're all trying to get to the same goal." Moreover, the
principal noted not only the same general increase in morale, but an increase in
professionalism as well: "More teachers are willing to come to a meeting held at lunchtime,
whereas before they would have absented themselves because that was their free time `by
right:' and more teachers are coming to PTA meetings without my having to orchestrate it.
They are buying into the projects suggested by the committee because the committee
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identified real concerns.°

What Are You Learning?

Thoughts on learning fell into two categories, reflections cm the process they were

engaged in and reflections on personal learning. Some reflections were pessimistic: "Change

is very difficult, and takes a lot of time and energy," said one, while another added, "If this
is going to succeed it will need a great deal of commitment by a large number of people, and

everyone has to be willing to at least accept what we are trying to do." The principal
observed ways in which the ST/T process kW shown the tenhers in a imw light: "I'm seeing

new dimensions commitment, strengths, fears. It used to be that I'd know, and judge a
per= on, whether she kept a quiet and neat classroom and whether she was timely in
meeting responsibilities. Now I'm seeing people who can handle people, people who have a
bigger commitment to kids, people who have a vision I can share.' And, finally, some team
members were vely positive: "Positive effects will lead to even more. People will buy in,"
said one, while another noted, "We am knock down thstacles. We can trust each other a
little more." Further, one can note in the principal's observation that the restructuring effort
had shifted her focus away from qualities instrumental to the smooth running of a
burixtucracy (quietness, neatness, promptness) and toward qualities instrumental to good
education (commitment, vision, the ability to handle people).

Reflections on persomil learning included concrete skills learned, such as *How to
work well in a committee and run a meet:ng, how to hear other people better," and "How to
speak better in front of people." Other members made more general obwrvations: "People
are very different than you had thought them to be: their personalities are differmit in
different contexts," said one, while another pointed out, "'There are different ways of
toiching, different styles, and no one has to have the right way.' Finally, one member
commented, "I'm learning more about myself, about my need to control and where I have
trouble changing," while another shared similar insights: "I'm learning that I can speak what
I feel.*

Barriers, Ongoing Problems, Dilenunas?

Those interviewed at Deeter focused on only three problem areas: sian uppublems,
insidicient rim, and ongoing problems with ste morak. Comments on start-up problems
noted WI teclmical and emotional difficulties: *Thor were initial problems with people on
the committee not willing to voice their opinions, not =Hy willing to be part of the process.
But this has largely been overcome," said one. Another agreed: *There was a problem of
fear and mistrust of others: Tan I really say what I want?'" A third commented, "We had
trouble coming to an agreement, until we learned some new techniques from the facilitators.°
Comments about insufficient time included, "People like the idea of SDNI and want to see it
in place, but they will not give up their own time lunches, prep periods, before school --
for meetings. Even for those willing to meet, time is a problem. It's hard to find a time
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when we all can meet, and there is just never enough time to finish it all." Another team
member Med, "Theres a problem of asking teachers to stay after 3:00. We do it because
of our commitment, but I don't know how many times we can ask the others to do it."
Finally, stveral team members commented on morale problems, caused, one said, by "The
perm:dim that certain teachers get more than othas." Anotlwr said, 'There's polarintion in
the staff binweest people Mx) have different backgrounds and difftrent idats about
disciplim." A third observed, Nay-sayers who worty abmit everything are an obstacle, and
people looking for instant results who don't realize that process is what counts, and people
who see the comrnittee as `teachers who are in with the principal' arKI who thesefore still see
this as another principal's project* Awl another Med, *Negative people who say, 'We've
(km all this before,' and who won't help but now more have bought in, at least for the
ride, and they aren't bad-mouthin us as much."

What More Is Needed?

In general, answers to this quation fell into three categories: first, everyone saw the
need for incteased resources. Some weds were concrete: 'We need more books and
classroom supplies and things to have in the room,* observed one, while aMher added, "We
need money to bring in training in peer mediation and conflict resolution [for the project to
improve school discipline)." A third said, "We need money for substitutes. A* it is pow,
the whole committee can never meet together during tim school day." Others saw the need
for more abstract rmurces, such as time: "We need more time, period,' said one, while
anotlwr saw the need for more freedom: "We need to be able to plan a budget without strings
or categories and without having money just dumped on us by the district. The school must
be managed at the school level.*

Second, people saw the need for mote latowledge: "We need more expertin and
knowledge about conflict resolution and peer mediation, about implementing a primary
ungraded unit, and about getting the patents more involved,' noted one team member, while
another said, "It would be good if the teachers not on the committee got the training we had
in conflict resolution and in recognizing our own biases." A third added, "We need people
to come in from the other schoolt to compare notes.* And another suggested, "It would be
good to begin the year before the kids come with an institute for a week for everyone, paid."

Third, perhaps influenced by the glow of the retreat, several teachers voiced a need
for more access to each other: "People have to be able to get together. You don't even need
a retreat: conferences or suppers will do," said one, while another added, "Let's have more
staff activity, even if it's only a Friday afternoon in the gym."



Mary Beth Smith Elementary School
The Bronx

Context

The Smith Elementary School neighborhood was in the Inert of the South Bronx, an

area with a national reputation for poverty and social devastation. Thar had been a

significant investment in rehabilitaticer in the last few years, so we no longer saw block after

block of gutted buildings, empty lots, and staring window holes. But the poverty remained.

The sciwol building was big, "five floors and no elevator," looming over the small

apartnunt buildings and old three-story flats of the streets hoick it. The sumo:Wing
neighborhood was dominated by huge apartmmt blocks, most of them empty but undergoing

rehabilitation. This was the old, poor inner city, the city of perpetual immigration and

exodus, dangerous streets, terrible housing, and public assistame.

The scimol had had quite a history. Built to serve a mighborhood of Jewish and Irish

immigrant workers, it had been washed by every social wave the city had accepted. It

reached its peak, the interviewer was told, in 1972 Mem it served 1200 kids, and the long

sheds across the street were built to house the sixth grade. It had gow &own from there

"with the devastation of the neighborhood* to about 800-900 kids, and down further under a

principal who had eventually been arrested on a narcotics charge. It was now under a new

principal, and back up to I3(X) pupils, mostly black and Hispanic, and mostly poor.

"I doubt any school could be worse," said one teacher who had been Uwe nearly 30

years and who had grown up in the neighborhood. She had known the school when it was "a

very fine school, with a similar population." The problem, she asserted, was that for many

years, the school had been used by the district as a dumping ground for incompetent teachers

and paraprofessionals. During most of this time, it had suffered the totally incompetent

nonleadership of an alcoholic and absentee principal. He had been replaced, following an

arrest and conviction for buying crack, but the dumping, she said, had continued under the

temporary trustee stewardship and under the new principal. The current principal, she said,

used to be the assistant principal in charge of fifth and sixth grades: "He's OK. He car be

tough. He holds people accountable, and they don't like him for it. He knows how to

intimidat. But he's not very personable and he never listens to teachers' suggestions."

The school's chief prthlem, said the same teacher, is that, "In the last three years

anyone who could get out, left. I'd leave myself if I could keep this job in a different

school. We have the dregs, and it's depressing. When you don't have it from the top,

everything goes. A lot of people say that to have the school ever work again you'd have to

fire 98% of the people.* Said another teacher, almost as bitter: "I'd get rid of half the staff
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if I was in power.* She gestured in disgust at a case in point, two paraprofessionals sharing

a snack and some laughing pasip at a tinw (9:15) when, she claimed, they long since should

have been with their classes. Even the most positive respondent, the chapter leader, said

only, 'Some teachers will work with the committee staff."

Still, for all this bitterness, what impressed the visitor was the physia typicality and

the procedural normality of this battered building. The office was staffed by the usual types;

dm halls were filled by semi-orderly files of kids shepherded by young woman and a

security guard asked an errant loner why she wasn't somewhere else. The piano banged and

mimed and the PA system boomed, as five classes of tiny people filed out of the auditorium.

A kindergartat class was as crowckd as a thrift shop with books and toys and constnictions

and blocks and signs, stacked, shelved, stuck to the walls, and Inning from the light

fixtures. Neady packaged nnan carrying clipboards and bullhorns discussed the mechanics of

shifting the schedule and moving this group or that so as to free up one room or another.

Tim basic businan of schooling was all going on in the usual ways. At oast, one noticed

that the paint was more scarred and the walls more marked up, the staff more tense aul
some faces grim, and the kids a little louder am' less orderly than in some other schools one

had visited.

Focus of the ST/T Project

According to the chapter leader, the SIN committee was made up of 12 people

selected by grade committees from a larger pool of vtlunteers. Others came on board later.

One was *approached by several people so I thought I'd check it out. I saw there were some

who were really trying to malw a difference. There was no way to know when anything

would result, but at last they weir trying.* Another said simply that she was invited by the

chapter leader to join, and that she stayed because *they want to change everything wound,

they want to make quality education, they want to make plans and see them implemented.*

Following the initial training, the committee conductal a face-to-face poll of the entire

staff to find out their priorities and then voted to identify the major concerns. Chief among

these was the problem of discipline at lunchtime, so the committee next put out a flyer

asking for ideas. Many of these suggestion were then implemented, including volunteer

tatclurs supervising the kids' move to the lunchroom, supervision in the lunchroom by some

teachers and parents, supervised play in the yard, and the institution of a routine for

lunchtime trips to the bathroom.

Three other concerns that were addressed were staff development in classroom

management, the establishment of a smoking policy for staff, and a process through which

mt-of-class teachers could be invitN1 into other teachers' 4asses as "buddy-buddies" [their

term] to give help.

However, contradictory information was supplied by two teachers who had joined the

committee in its second year. One said, *There's no project started yet. The main focus is
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discipline ami dare have bear some ideas but no practice yet at least among most
teachers." Another, even more negative, stated, "1 see a lot of good ideas discussed but I
don't see enough strong people to implammt them arwl I don't see tint anything constructive
has come from the discussion. I'm rwt sure it will. They have very little to Ohm* For
her, even the committee itself was tainttd: "Sonw of them, I don't lmow why they're there.
Really, how :an they talk about restructur.ang when they're so unprofessional themselves?

Nevertheless, another teacher said, "The team is pretty good. People throw out
different ideas and talk together and no one person dominates.* Said the chapter leader: *All
of us work hard. There's good cooperation. There's no such thing as a person in charge.*

Effects of the Restructuring Effort

Evaluations of the projects' effects ran a similar gamut from the negative to the quite
positive. One said, "The effects have been minuscule, and overwhelmed by everything
else,' while another disagreed, sayin, *We retch out to others. We have an energetic staff
which is willing to learn. Word of mouth is going to carry it. More and more are coming
to our metings.* Two teachers pointed to small, concrete gains: ul'm getting some new
ideas, like the strategy of gradual accomplishment where you create a vision, identify an
cbjective, and then implement gem,* and *The principal is at latst willing to listen to the
committee, and he never accepts a suggestion from a teacher otherwise.*

Even more positively, the principal pointed to improvements in general morale,
which he traced to the committee's work: "It used to be that a tvacher would take care of
only her own kids in the hall. Now I see teachers paying attention to any kid who needs it.
The kids are better mannered and I'm seeing more cmcern shown in other ways, like by a
teacher volunteering to take a kid home, where it used to be that I'd have to make the
request myself and even then I'd get ally grudging acceptance.* Best of all, the Parent
Association presidan stated definitively, "The children are calmer. I have two here and now
I'm more willing to let them out to play in the yard after school because I'm less afraid
they'll get wild and be hit by a car. And they love coming to school. They're the ones who
get me up in the morning to be sure we're here on time

The committee spansored a whole-school retreat on a Saturday, which received
varying reviews. One teacher stated approvingly that "more than 40 people came [out of 125
teachers and paraprofessirmals], even a parent!" But another stated only that, *The retreat
was a little encouraging.* The chapter leader's version was that, "T'he retreat was excellent.
1 give it an A-plus. Everyone was working tnether in a cohesive whole. They became
more of a person to each other, more of a family and people will do more for their
family.*
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What Are You Learning?

The interviewer was given the opportunity to ask only two respondents what they
were learning. One said, *I'm learning rwthing yet...but I'm watching.* The (*her was
pessimistic: *The idea of the ST/T project is a good idea, better than the idea of everything
being run from the central boatd, but you have to be careful dat people met doing it just
for their own purposes. I think only some of them are interested in the school.*

Barriers, Ongoing Problems, Dilemmas?

The interviewer was given the opportunity to ask this question of only two
respondents. One said, *The biggest pro6lem is the people on the staff. The powers that be
war% do anything to improve things, no matter what reports ate written. I wish I could say
I felt optimistic, but I &Net. I've joitmd the committee, but...the people in charge of
everything [the district and the union lealership] don't do anything.* The other also targeted
the staff as the chief barrier to change: *We don't have too many terwhers I'd want to go to
to help me restructure.*

What More Is Needed?

According to one respondent, *The district, and the union, have to do something
about the people in the school. No one in tiw district has attempted to improve this school,
and if I don't see improvement by next year I'm off the committee.* According to another
teather, *We need knowledge and technical assistance, we need more staff cooperation with
the administration. We need more parent involvement. They don't come out after IC-l."
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Marcus Cinchmati Elementary School
Richmond Hill

Context

The school rose like a huge pink sugar cube above its immediate neighborhood of
spacious Victorian houses. But two blocks away was dm elevated train and a darker, denser,

less comfortable way of life. It was a neighborhood "in transition," we were told. What had

once been a stable, largely middle class area of single-family homes now had two, three, or

even four familia in many houses; the families were rarely middle class; and many were

new to this country. As a remit, dm school lad gone from about 650 to 900 studens in just

three Of four yews, had had to dear for tin first time with high sturknt turnover, mixed

cultures, a multiplicity of native languages ("More than 20 from Urdu to Russian, as one

teuter put it), and varying degrees of socialization. More immediately, the sclwol was in

one of those districts readying publicity for alleged corruption, leoling evayone to worry

about fallout. And the current year's changin demographics had led to "the worst start-up

of a school year we've ever had starting five new claws between September and

December.*

Nevertheless, the building was clean and peaceful, and the staff did not show any of
the tension and ambivalent class prejudices that might have flowed from a rapid influx of

lower class student& Among those interviewed there was a reiteration of the shared goal of

helping kids and a covert sense of being part of a team effort within an orderly building.

But, according to the principal, the school was increasingly failing to meet the needs

of its kids, and he was frustrated because his staff did not seem to be responding:

I welcomed the STfr project wholeheartedly because I had been trying to do
this for years. My message had been, "We are not meeting the needs of the

Idds. I am not critical of what you are doing, but we have to look at that.*
This fell on deaf ears, I felt. The project was a way to get people to face the
reality of what we had and what had to be done,

Thus, despite acknentledged problems, some strategic errors in start up, and a couple of
significant stumbles, an ST/T project was up and running. By all reports, it had a highly
positive effect on morale and professionalism. Interview respondents were single-voiced in

praise of one another with the significant exception of a person they deseribed as *a
troublemaker," "a blacker," and "a career obstructionist,* who had been a thorn in their
sides until he chose to leave for another job. They felt they shared common values and they
spoke about them in common ways: *This is a school that cares about kids," said one.
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Another agreed: "People hoe put the children first.* Still anmlier said, "People really have
dm children's interests at heart." "fivy felt accepted and included by the SDM process.
"This is a place with open communication," said we team member. Another added, "You
just say what's on your mitxl." A third agreed: "No one is afraid to say what they feel."
And another said, "It feels good because you always get listemd to."

Perhaps aunt important, participants lad come to know each mher in ways not
allowd by the normal school structure. "Some of the very best things come out of the
nonedwators," distrved a teacker, while another said, "This is the first committee I've been
on which had parents involved. It's nice to have their input.° Another patina agreed: "As a
paring, it felt good to be asked to be involved, particularly when we went on retreat and I
saw that no other schools had parents imolved." Another teacher observed, "I saw tim rest
of the staff in a diffetent way than before amd I've ma& a lot of friendships." Mother
agreed: "We have a lot of things to talk about." And still anotimr said, *My colleagues have
a lot to offer, and I have a lot to learn."

Focus of the ST/T Project

The principal, as previously =Viand, had welcomed the ST/T process as a means
to help the staff become more responsive to the school's changing poplation and more
professional. The chapter leuler had roots going back to the AFT's HammorKI, Indiana,
project and saw shared decision making as decidedly positive &spite the difficulties it can
cause. "Some teachers are very fearftil of any clump having maybe to do something
different," the chapter leader noted. Each appeared to be a strong personality, acknowledged
and complimented the other on his/her leadership, and seemed used to worldng together.

The principal and chapter leader decided that Cincinnati Elementary would submit a
ST/T proposal; they wrote it without consulting others and handpicked the members of the
committee (ten teachers, a paraprofessional, two parents, the principal, and the auistant
principal). They were careful to choose activists with widely differing spheres of influence.
"They said, 'You'll vohmteer, won't you,' and kinda twisted our arms. We didn't really
know what we were getting into, what 'restructuring' really meant, or how much time it
would all take," observed one team nwmber.

The committee met, was introduced to the proposal for the first time, and decided to
practice consensual politics rather than voting. The members shared vision statements with
each other and gathesed them from people not on the committee. After grouping these unckr
four "areas of concern,* they decided to focus on helping at-risk students in the early grades,
chose "heterogeneous grouping" as the appropriate implementation of this vision, and were
delegated to involve their various constituencies in the next steps of the process.

By March 1989, these various thrusts had led to anpr, frustration, and a sense that
they were failing each other and failing the school. First, the "closed" selection process for
committee membership had led to various fears and objections among the wider staff. Even
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the members of the committee started with doubts as to others' moth= for membership, as
one said: *Maybe they were there to feather their own nests, you know?* In addition, the
staff as a whole saw the committee nwmbers u *They thought we had more power
than we did, and that we wanted more," noted one member.

As a consequence, communication had been poor or lacking. Within the committee,
people had misunderstood, been confused by, and even taken offense at others' statements,
but had not sought clarification or shared their feelings. Commitiee members had not doie
an effective job of bringing in their constituents. Them were significant objections to
heterogeneous grouping among the patents and some staff. The project was stalled.

Things came, or were brought, kola head in March 1989 at the weekend retreat.
According to a facilitator's log, *The =treat started out like gangbusters. The Marcus
Cincinnati team saw the agenda and said, 'There is going to be a revolt."They were
emphatic in stating, 'We have a plan. We want to write it and we don't want to go to any of
those sasions." Subsequently, the team came to see some of their problems and negative
experiences as shared by other teams and lost so= of their sense of alienation. They
nevertheless requested tme by dwmselves alone (three howl on Saturday afternoon) outside
of the regular schedule, and the request was granted.

At that seitsion, referred to glowingly by those interviewed, the team's own
communication problems were aired for the first time and worked out. "Everyone felt
iminformed, ill informed," commented one. Another said, 'The problem was just in how
things were being interpreted." A third added, "We needed the chance to yell and scream
together." Another pointed out, "People were aying, and you could tell they really cared."
Still another observed, "People aren't always saying what you think at first, so I've learned
to listen better, because their concerns are legitimate."

In addition, the tam apparently recognized its failure to consult with other staff
members and moved to rectify this. *Tam members did not adequately communicate to the
rest of the school what was going on and really didn't solicit feedback from them," observed
one, while another added, "We made a mistake at first in not letting others know enoggh
about what we were discussing, so we've tried harder to communicate." This change was
too much of a pendulum swing according to the principal, who said: "There was a lack of
extensive communication, a trading of personal points of view -- so now they're hung up on
communication and want to communicate everything; they don't see themselves as yet as a
decision-making gnoup."

Maintaining their determination to select a single, concrete focus of their vision, the
team next offered the *whole language approach" as a possible SIFT project. Readings were
passed out, training was offered and accepted, and a whole language approach was adopted
by four teachers in two grades starting in September 1989 with others probably to follow.

Some felt that determination to arrive at a concrete result within a specified time
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ftarw did violence to the group's collaborative process: "During our discussiw," wriXe a
fiwilitator, "the team came to the realization that they had not really participated in a
restructuring process." Some felt that the adminigration had been too quiescent in the
committee metings: "Some things should be just left to them; the principal knows better
than I; there should be more administrative decisions," said ow team member. Some felt
that the nw-administrators were too passive: "I know how to give but I can't find anyone
willing to take. No we has been willing to take leackrship of the committee," said one, and
another agreed: °There are people on the committee who are afraid to share all our thinking
with the staff." Still others felt that the "rotating group leadership" had been superb. But a
project was chosen and implemaited; and all interviewees approved it and felt it to be well
implemented and a good expression of their orig.mal vision.

Ultimately, the committee made the decision to reconstitute itself under the
Chancellor's guidelines for becoming an SBM/SDM school. This necositated a 75%
approval vote and the selection of SBM/SDM committee members; the STIT team -- still
smarting from earlier charges of "elitism" and spurred by the negativism of one particular
teacher, had bogged down in frustrating and seemingly endless arguments about how to move
forward. In the principal's words, "The team woidd not come up with a selection process to
govern who and how members would come on the SIIMISDM committee. Finally I did it
despite my continued reservations about taking a forceful leadership role, and the risk that I
would be seen as interfering in the collabonttive process."

The principal's SBM/SDM proposal was approved by the committee and submitted to
the staff for a vote. 94% voted in favor of it. But then a "rump group" of teachers raised
its head and made loud objections to the selection process for the SBMISDM committee,
arguing, among other things, that they had not read the privosal closely and had not realized
what they were voting for. Their complaint, apparently, concerned the allocation of
representatives to constituencies. This objection gifter a vote caused the principal much pain,
as he felt that once you have violated the process such as a vote -- then you really have
nothing left. The chapter leader saw it differently: "I knew we had to go with it, honor the
group's objections, and hold a new election for committee membership, so I just stepped in
and unilaterally arranged it. I doubt we'd have a team now if I hadn't done it."

The election was held, and the new committee was constituted. Membership was
largely the same as the original, handpicked ST/T team but there were a few additional
members -- one being the "blocker" previously mentioned. "We got him elected," according
to one of the original Sin team members, 'as a means of stopping his objections to the
committee.° However, this powerful and negative person dominated committee meetings
throughout the fall and winter. *He really didn't understand the process, that our purpose
was to pick a project. He wanted more control over different things in the school, more than
we were prepared to discuss. He was not trained, like we were," observed another team
member. But beyond this person's role, another commented, It was hard to bring the four
new people onto the committee. The meetings were rough and you left them feeling angry
and negative, like, 'Why are we even bothering?', which we hadn't felt before. You were
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used to your own little group, and they didn't understand what was expeded."

But the *blacker" kit the school and the committee found its star again. They had
cee good meding following the string of *bad° ones, were looking to pick their next project,
and were guarckdly hopeful that the bad times were behind them. "Change gets people %pet
sometimes,* observed one team member wryly.

Effects of the Restructuring Effbrt

Listening to racemes to this question was like taking a conducted tour through the
fulfilled promises and hopes of current writers about school reform. The two or three
teachers originally involved in the whole language approach hal grown to about 20; tIwy had
fornutd a Whole Language Committee and met cm their own during lunchtime. More
important, their energy and "ownership" had spread widely throughcert the staff: the principal
felt that now half ti+e faculty would read articles he brceght in, whereas timy used to be
ignored. He saw people making unsolicited curricular suggestions, people asking to be sent
to conferences, asking for the cpportunity to give up a day of their own time in order to
learn something nu% As he ret it, "People are beginning to talk publicly and professionally
about thl process of educating children. We've now got a literary magazine, not because I
wanted it (though I did) and imbed it, but because soma= came up with the idea and made
it happen. And someone came to me with an RFP atul suggested we apply, and we are.
That's never happened before because people always waited for me to lead.* He added,
"People are starting to think beyond 8-to-3. The committee has decided that the best time to
meet is on Fridays from 3 to 5. That really says wmething, because even cn your best wea
you're looking forward to going home that."

A teacher agreed: "I can't remember people talking about something educational in
the lunchroom. Now they do." Anothst said, *We're planning a workshop to take place
after the school year, that's (titer the school year!' Still another observed, *It's brought the
teachers doing the program closer together. l&as and suggestions are brought in and talked
about. That's almost contagious, and there's now a lot mote feeling of camaraderie in
everyone, even those not doing the whole language approach. People are speaking up and
saying what they think and feel. There's a lot more professional atmosphere.* Mother
said, "The whole atmosphere in the school has changed. People would go in their rooms and
close their doors; now they do that but there'll be two or three other teachers in there too
talking over ideas and offering resources.* And still another noted, "People are willing to
work together to do things here, and I think that's really important.°

Not that these gains were unalloyed, particularly for the trailers most directly
involved in the new approach, as one said: *Those teachers are working very hard because
whole language is a lot more difficult. Some are frustrated, because materials are sometimes
hard to get and class size is too big. But it is working for the children.° Another
commented, "Maybe they didn't really understand how hard it would be to keep choosing
curriculum as your group changes; maybe they still wish there could be a manual.' "It's
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ancther program with good intentions," said the principal, "that requires a tremendous
amount of giving by the individual."

What Are You Learning?

There was a noticeable pause before people answered this quation, as though perhaps
they were still so enmeshed in the daily stniggles of furthering their projects and mastering
new processes that they had not reflected on what they were learning. Then, when the
answers did come, they did not imme with the flow and spill of detail that appeared
elsewhere, but hal a annewhat stilted quality. Perhaps the other questions drew on thoughts
that naturally occurred to people while the question, 'What am I learning? did not.

Their thoughts on learning fell into two categories. First, there were reflections on
the muss they were engaged in. °Restructuring, looking at the long term effects of
something that you hope will be, was a great idea,' said on, while another observed,
'Consensus is OK, but it takes some getting used to." A third noted, "I learned we have an
ongoing need for facilitators. After the first year we thought we knew it all, but we still
need their help." Mother said, had felt maybe they were trying to brainwash us, but now
I see we're closer together, I see people as human beings." Still another said, 'We're
learning how to dad with differan personalities, how to work together as a group. If you
want soma= to come around to your point of view there's a way to approach them. I
never had call to deal this way before being on the committee."

Second, there were reflections on personal leanting. "I've learned to listen better,
and that it's OK to say that I need help," said one. "I'm limning," said the prinoipal, *that I
can distance myself from the decision-making process and that I can be comfortable with
that; I can share. I gain in effectiveness. I'm learning more about myself as a leader. And
I've learned that the staff are capable and willing to learn more if they are included in the
process. The 'ownership' thing is true here' "I'm learning,* said the chapter leader, "that
both [the principal and I] have had to step back to let others emerge to grab the reins.*

Barriers, Ongoing Problems, Dilemmas?

Three dilemmas stood out: first, there were start-up problems. Some of these were
due to problems of mistrust and miscommunication as parents joined with teachers and
teachers joined with teachers in ways neither group had experienced before.
*Communication problems within the committee, learning to work together as a group was
hard. At one point a teacher turned to one of the parents and said, 'That's a point even you
can understand,' and we were all very embarrassed,' observed one team member, while
another noted, thought that maybe [the other teachers on the committee] were there to
feather their own nests, you know? Other problems were due to mistrust felt by teachers
not on the committee toward teachers on the committee. "The rest of the teachers thought
we had more power than we did, and that we wanted more," said a team member. Finally,
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some problems were due to the simple confusion felt by anyone involved in a process that
requires learning by doing. *The facilitators need =re training in how to deal with group
dynamics. Some were stronger than others, but other times we suffered," said one, while
another added, "My main criticism is that they required us to learn a process and produce a
specific product at the same time. So people were holding back, because you have to have
an overall understanding of what you are doing." A thitd noted, "We need to understand
SBM and what our duties are. It's like working in the dark, looking for the light.
Sometimes we don't understand what we're looking for.'

Second, there were ongoing differences of opinion between those who wanted more
direction from the facilitators, or more direction by the principal, or less direction by the
principal. "The facilitators don't control the meetings the way they should be controlled.
They should be more forceful," said one. Another disagreed: "I feel we are moving too
slowly sometimes. There should be more administrative decision." The principal
commented, "I feel like I'm still leading the group more than I want to, and worse, I don't
feel they resent it. The Chancellor's requirements call for a chairman other than the
principal, and that will be good." A teacher observed, "Some teachers still feel the principal
should make final decisions on everything. They don't really understand this new committee
plan coming from the Chancellor."

Third, there were the dilemmas of having insufficient resources to do the job people
wanted to do. "There's not enough time, not enough resources like trainers and people to
cover for others in training, not enough materials. Feople are meeting on their lunchtime!
We need more follow-up resomtes," observed one, while another lamented, *I don't know
how we will ever be able to afford to do whatever it is we decide needs to be done." A
third agreed: 'We're going to have problems like budgeting and class size because of the
[New York Public Schools] system. It's not &signed to make this the easiest job possible.*

What Mare Is Needed?

As mentioned above, respondents indicated a variety of needs most particularly a
need for more time to get together to do their work and a need for more resources to support
their chosen projects. Beyond that, requests fell into two categories. First, there was a
unanimous desire for more contact with other ST/T participants. "We need more time on
retreat to talk to one another, and to other people involved in the process,* said one. The
principal agreed: "I'd like to meet and talk with the other 11 heads of schools.* A third
suggested, "Maybe we could have a workshop with just one other school, and each of the
groups parents, teachers, administrators could get together and talk." Second, there was
a general recognition that more training of almost any sort would be useful. "We need more
workshops," said one, echoed by another: *We could be given more teaching about what a
group does and how it does it.* Suggested a third: "We need trainers on call, within, say at
least a month." Another added, "We need continued facilitation. There are problems of
space and of Ink of expertise." Still another said, "We need more organized help, more
workshops, information, training, moral support."
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The Facilitators

Each participating school received assistance from a team of two or three facilitators
selected from among experienced Teacher Centers Consortium (TCC) specialists. Each
facilitator team worked with one school in the ST/T pmject while continuing to wet other
TCC responsibilities. In all, 29 facilitators war selected tv assist the 12 ST/T schools.

The sTrr facilitators were all experienced teachers in the New York City schools,
and all possesaed considerable expertise in one or more content areas, such as writing or
cooperative learning. In their TCC roles, tlxby typically consulted and acted as =sources to
individual teachers, conducted demonstration lessons, and led workshops. Nearly all of them
were white womfm in their 40s. In the original group of 29, there bad been no people of
color and only three or four men. As more facilitators were chosai to statT new projects, the
group of SO or so included seven black women and six white men. They were outgoing,
excited by their work, energetic, and articulate.

The facilitators had been prepared for their role through a series of training sessions
consisting of an initial orientation followed by five monthly meetings. These workshops
were conducted by an outside consultant who introduced them to "process" tools such as
form field analysis, used to weigh contributing and restraining forces related to a decision,
and carousel brainstorming, used to generate lots of ideas on a given topic.

Focus of the Facilitators' Work

The ST/T facilitators provided assistance to the school teams. They saw their job
primarily as working to "pmvide a neutral preseme, an outlet to vent grievances, make time
for meetings, make people act better,* as well as providing assistance to the school teams
with their process. Only secoi ;fly did they act as resources or experts.

The facilitators, working in teams of two or three, helped each school through a
process that led to schoolwide restructuring. The job entailed the following:

Meeting with a school-based team that included the principal, the chapter
leader, a number of teachers, and perhaps a parent, to help the team develop a
vision for the school and an action plan for enacting it.

Introducing to the team a variety of process tools approaches to and
means of handling such tasks as running meetings collaboratively, sharing
decisions, developing ideas into plans, resolving conflicts.

-- Encouraging the team to work with the whole school so that decisions were
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reached somewhat collaboratively among the faculty and were not left to the

committee alone.

Intervening in discussions to keep the process moving or to raise and resolve

problems.

Providing suggestions or resources (such as materials or speakers) when

needed.

One facilitator said, "My role is to facilitate the process; their [the school's) role is to

bring in content.* Another said, *There's a differaice betweem making a presentatan and

turning the work and outcomes over to the participants."

What Are You lAarniug?

"ST/T was a superb learning experience.* The words of one facilitator were echoed

by many others. As a group, they learned process skills in group training nnions in dm

first year of the project. As individuals, each learned different and personal lessons about

how to enact the role of a school consultant. Individual latrnings revolved around two issues

of deep cm= to all facilitators: how to be an effective facilitator and what neutrality

meant.

The facilitators' job was a complex one, mailing many different, and sometimes
contradictoty, helping tasks. Like the job of a teacher, it was made up of many on-dm-spot

judgments about what would work best in a particular situation, decision that were difficult

to ptepare for, difficult to summarize, and difficult to evaluate eve= by the person making

them. Many of these activities had layers of meaning, and differing ones for the facilitator

and the participants. Providing food for a meding, deciding whether or not the time was

right to ask a question, taldng the initiative to provide direction based cm research or

experience, or deciding to hold back; all had different implications and consequences each

time and in each setting.

Within this complexity, the facilitators had many questions and no final answers, but

rather a generally shared sense that a facilitator *listens and knows when to jump in, has the

strength to jump in and the smarts to wait to bow when." The fa Ilitator, said one, *walks

a very narrow line between coaching and giving input without being an influencer through

giving the opinion." As facilitators, they encouraged and ptodded, observed and informed,

modeled process techniques, and acted as a resource. The functions of the facilitators were

multiple and conflicting; the roles they played were myriad. They had to be not only Wiled

in a wide range of functions, but also had to know when to use which to best advantage.

The second key learning for facilitators centered around the concept of *neutrality.°

This involved both one's stance toward the tewn and its work and one's relationship to the

union. As process consultants, their guiding principle was: *We are neutral about the
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training or their experiences. Further, although people were engaged in and =cited by their

work, and although they had accepted the norm that hard work was expected, they still felt

that there was too little time to accomplish their goals with the teams.

Moreover, the facilitators felt that hard work alone was not enough, that they were

also supposed to show visible success by the end of de first year. Success was not

specifically defined but seemed to include team cohesion, &fined by we facilitator as, °The

team beginning to work together." Another defined this as, °Everyone affected is involved

in the process.* Other facilitators felt pressured to cknonstrate accomplishments, such as

passing School-Based Options, developing a vision that the whole scleol accepted, or

deciding on and beginning to implement a new program or form of practice.

Finally, as new projects came in during the second year, on top of current
responsibilities that were already difficult to handle, the facilitators felt stretched too this.

They could not be in their schools as often as they had been in the fust year, an absence

noted by many schools. This made them feel they were somehow failing in their

commitments to those schooh.

People Pmb lens. People problems arose in many schools. Some of these involved difficult

people on the team, others involved divisions among the staff. Several facilitators spoke of

problems dealing with people in position of authority in the school, such as the principal,

the assistant principal, or the chapter leader. In one or two instances tlzy felt that the

principal did not support truly shared decision making, making it clear that he or she would

always make the final decision. In some cases, the facilitators noted, this "problem person"

had written the application to join the Sin project, yet still blocked full implementation.

A last problem was the dynamic of cultural and racial diversity, a difficult issue. In

two schools, white teachers a minority on their school teams thought that differences in

the tem and the school were race-related, but they did not raise thew concerns publicly.

Facilitators had not, in these instanco, been able to "say what they [the team] think

secretly." As one facilitator said, "In every school there is factionalization; sometimes it is

by race."

What More Is Needed?

Two kinds of support were identified by facilitators: mining and peer support. Both

had been provided and were valued, but most people wanted more.

Training. The facilitators vatted and used the training they received from outside

consultants. They used what they had learned with tleir teams, described the Mining as
*helpful and necessary,* and they went on to train new facilitators. The tools they learned

had become part of their professional repertoires, a way to make the fuzzy concept of

*process" more tangible.
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A group of STIT fiwilitators =ducted a staff retreat for the entire group of roughly

50 facilitators, inchuling newly appointed ones. Many participants commented that 'This

was the best training we've ever gottim.' The fwilitators introduced process tools, helpful

hints, and discussicms of best practice. They wae able to refer to dwir own real-life

examples througlout the training, which wickd to its value.

Facilitators needed ongoing training at different levels of srphisticatice as they

progressed in their work. New facilitators appreciated dm training they got from experienced

facilitators. Many experienced facilitators felt they would benefit from training on how to
integrate their teaching expertise with their belief in being a neutral preseme, or on helping

teams discuss and cbaal with issues of diversity and conflict.

Peer Suppon. Facilitators valued working in a tom: *You can't do this job alone," said

one. Another agreed: "It is very worthwhile to have each miler; [we) can bounce ideas off

each other." Most teams spoke of how well tiwy had worked together. Some were like
low-married couples: finishing each other's sentences or seamlessly alternating sentences.

Othas were less close, but nevertheless seemed to value having partners with whom to plan,

to think through issues and next steps, to reflect, and to provide perspective.

Facilitators said they would value other kinds of peer support as well, such as group
nwetings stnctured for sharing expesiatces and discussing common concerns. As one
facilitator said, "We are 50 jewels. We could interact for so many things for making

meaning, for support, for reflection, for devekving resources for common strands of
activities in several schools. Meetings should have a purpose, not an agenda." She was
saying that the facilitators could be more of a resource to each other, and in so doing, would

contribute more to the goals of the project.
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